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This photo shows only a portion of the throng of over 200 persons that attended the Red Carpet promotional banquet
and sales clink at Seven Seas restaurant. The Murray Ledger & Times is sponsoring the promotion which will begin in the
Tuesday, May 27 edition of the newspaper.
Staff Photo by Dave Cetaya

Over 200 Attend 'Red Carpet'
Promotional Banquet Last Night
Over 200 Murray businessmen and
salespeople were in attendance last night
as the Murray Ledger & Times sponsored
"Red Carpet—Shop in
Murray"
promotional campaign got underway with
a banquet and sales lecture for participating merchants and their sales
personnel.
Walter Apperson. publisher of the

Murray Ledger & Times, welcomed the
representatives of the 59 participating
businesses and introduced Bill Leigh, the
speaker for the event.
Leigh told those present of the importance of the sales person to the overall
economic stability of the community in his
lively hour-long talk following the banquet
at Seven Seas restaurant.
You can make or break the city," Leigh
said to the sales personnel. He said sales
people should conduct themselves in a
professional manner at all times and be an
authority on the product which they are
selling.
Leigh is president of William A. Leigh
Associates, a widely active promotional
firm based in Oklahoma City and last
night's banquet signaled the start of a ten
week promotional campaign which will
"It's just a little red paper flower to you.
begin Tuesday, May 27, in the Murray
Smiling women hold it aloft each year as
Ledger & Times.
they will Friday and Saturday, May 23 and
Directing the bulk of his remarks to the
24. It's Poppy Day once more."
sales personnel present, Leigh told them
"Buy a poppy, Sir?" they ask. "Buy a
"Murray's future as a shopping center is
poppy Miss?. To you just another anin your hands," and termed them the most
noyance on the way to lunch or on the way
important link in merchandising.
to shop, but to a few hundred veterans
"The newspaper can attract shoppers to
around the country who make these
the community," he said, "but it is up to
flowers, they mean spending money,
you merchants and store owners to sell
escape from dreadful boredom, exercise
1. them in your places of business."
for crippled and arthritic hands."
"Whether you are in soft goods, furThe American Legion Auxiliary of Post
niture, hardware, a flower shop, you
73 Murray will sell poppies Friday and
Saturday, May 23 and 24. All the monies
from the sale of these is used for
rehabilitation of veterans and their
families according to Mrs. Mary Sykes,
president of the local unit. The American
Legion Auxiliary throughout the nation
hopes to sell 14.5 million of these this weekend.
Post 73 will again this year as in the past
observe Memorial Day by visiting the
graves of deceased members and placing
a flag on their grave. Several members
will gather at the Legion home Monday
morning after they return from visiting
the graves in the many cemeteries of the
county for a country ham breakfast which
will be prepared by Auxiliary members.
A flag will be placed on each grave
marker as in the past and members of the
families will be asked to remove them that
evening. In the event some Member of the
family can not, please contact J. R. Jones
753-7288, Cleo Sykes 753-3657 or Roy
Folsom 753-8857 and arrangements will be
made to take them in.

should take pride in your ability as an
expert in your particular line," Leigh told
the group, "and treat each transaction as
though your career depended on its outcome."
A highlight of Leigh's talk was a
discussion of the "ten customers who
require special handling." His list included: the Chillier, egotist, tough SW,
moody type, silent type, gripe artist, indecisive type, the "uh-huh" type and the
browser.
The advertising campaign beginning
Tuesday will inchAe individual merchandising ads from each of the 59 participating merchants as well as feature
stories and pictures on the individual
stores.

Council Faces
Short Agenda
Only two items of new business are
scheduled for the regular meeting of the
Murray City Council at 7:30 p.m. Thursda!,
evening.
The agenda includes the presentation of
a study on proposed central billing for ett,}
utility services and consideration or a
resolution concerning the area crisp(
council.

Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy and warm, with a Chance
of scattered thundershowers tonight and
Thursday. Lows tonight around 70. Highs
Thursday in the mid to upper 80s.

Local voters will face a maze of candidates and offices as they go to the polls
next Tuesday to select nominees in a
number of state and local races in the May
Democratic Primary.
In addition to the 13 state offices, city
and county voters will decide the Circuit
Court Clerk's race here, and city voters
will choose a new slate of 12 city council
members for two-year terms.
In the crowded Circuit Clerk's race, Earl
Tabers, Dwane Jones, T. C. Collie, Bobby
Nanney, Joe Crass and Frances Shea will
seek office.
Candidates for Murray City Council
from Ward A, north of Main Street, are
Ruby Hale, Loyd Arnold, Ed Chrisman,
Art Lee, Billy Balentine, Phillip Tibbs,
Dave Willis, and Buel Stalls.
Candidates for Council from Ward B,
south of Main, are Melvin Henley,
Woodrow Rickman, Roy Harmon, William
Furches, Charlie McKenney, Jerry Smith,
Tom Perkins, Howard Koenen, Gary
Haverstock, Jerry Henry, Carl Miller, C.
C. Lowry, Tom Rushing and Corky
Harrison.
Regional races include state senator and
representative, and commonwealth's
attorney.
Richard Weisenberger, of Mayfield,
Harry Sparks and Ronnie Jackson, both of
Calloway County, seek the nomination for
state senator, and face no Republican

opposition in November.
Kenneth Imes and Edward Overbey,
both of Calloway County will vie for the
state representative's post in the General
Assembly, and also face no GOP opposition in November.
Ron Christopher of Murray and Paul
Shapiro of Benton are the only candidates
for commonwealth attorney for the 42nd
Judicial District in the May Democratic
Primary.
Statewide offices include Governor,
Lieutenant Governor, Secretary of State,
Attorney General, Public Auditor, State
Treasurer, Superintendent of Public Instruction, Commissioner of Agriculture,
Clerk of the Court of Appeals, and
Railroad Commissioner.
Four Republican candidates appear on
the ballot in the race for the Governor's
mansion. Elmer Begley, Jr., Tommy
Klein, Robert Gable, and Granville
Thomas seek the GOP nomination.
-- The winner of that nomination will meet
the winner of the Democratic nomination,
from a field of Julian Carroll, Todd

Hollenbach, Mary Louise Foust, and
Robert Johnson.
The crowded race for Lt. Gov. includes
Republicans Bob Bersky, and Shirley
Palmer-Ball; Democrats are Ronald
Butler, Ewart Johnson, Charles Sweeney,
James Day, Wayne Rutherford, Thomas
Ward, Louis Grace, Thelma Stovall, Lyle
Willis, Ed Hancock, and Bill Sullivan.
For Secretary of State, the Democratic
candidates are Ray Adkins, Drexel! Davis,
J. P. Sullivan, Thelma Conway, and
Charles Harris.
Attorney General candidates are Jimmy
Robinson, Robert Stephens, Tony Wilhoit,
Arthur Samuel, and David Van Horn.
Auditor of Public Accounts candidates
are George Atkins, Robert J. Darnron,
Landon Whitaker, Harvey Brazin, and
George Kendall.
raadidates for State Treasurer are Ed
Dawhare, Frances Mills, and Paul Patterson.
Candidates for Superintendent of Public
Instruction include Jerry Alleyne, Joshua
(See Primary, Page 16)

Local Economy Is
Beginning Rebound

The Executive Secretary's Report of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce shows
several signs that the local economy is
beginning to rebound.
Fisher-Price has recalled 59 production
workers on May 19 and 27 more will report
The Honors Day program for seniors at
back on June 2
Calloway County High School will be held
The local Tappan plant has also recalled
Friday, May 23, at two p. m. at Jeffrey
77 production workers previously laid off.
gym, according to Ronald McAlister,
At the height of the unemployment rate,
principal.
nearly 1,300 persons were unemployed
All awards and honors for the seniors
locally, but the two call-backs and the
will be presented at this special program.
upturn of the auto-reconditioning is
The public, and especially the parents,
are invited to attend this event, said
predicted to lower the figures.
The low bid on the construction of the
Principal McAlister.
Baccalaureate services will be Sunday,
for Sager Glove Co. is
new building
May 25, at Iwo p. m. and commencement
being renegotiated to bring it in line with
iparcises Wrilt be Thursday, May 22, at
Sager's budget proposal.The apparent low
eight p. m., both at Jeffrey gym.
bidder at this time is Mid-States Con-

Honors Day At
Calloway Friday

till To Prop Up Construction
Industry Now Going To Senate
WASHINGTON (API — A House-passed
bill to authorize $5 billion to prop up the
sagging construction industry is going to
the Senate, where a similar bill is opposed
by the administration as inflationary.
By a 313-86 vote Tuesday,the House sent
the emergency employment bill to the
Senate, which is holding hearings on a
measure to authorize $1.9 billion for the
same purpose. The Senate vote is expected
next month.
The House bill calls for federal grants to
state or local governments, including Indian tribes, for construction, repair or
other improvements of local public works
projects that can be started within 90 days
of project approval. No state or local funds
would be required.
The House was told that state and local
governments confront difficulties in funding construction of "badly needed"
public works projects. More than 18 per
cent of the construction employes in the
nation are out of work, claimed the bill's
sponsors, and "in many cities" more than
30 per cent of them are jobless.
Meanwhile, Under Secretary of Commerce John K. Tabor told a Senate Public
Works subcommittee that the economy al-

ready is on an upturn and a public works
job bill would only stimulate inflation.
Administration officials opposing the
legislation claim the bulk of spending
would come at a time of economic upturn,
crowd out private investment and thus
stimulate inflation.

struction Co. of Paducah at $409,000, which
will be scaled down by eliminating some of
the plant's floor plan, without reducing its
effectiveness.
Construction of the Big John's Grocery
on South 12th Street is expected to begin in
June. The 21,500 square foot building will
be the largest grocery in Calloway County.
Also expected is the enlarging by onethird of Storey's Food Giant,located in the
Bel-Air Shopping Center.

Commission Sets
Date For Hearing
The Murray Planning Commissioner has
set a date for a public hearing on a request
from a local realtor for a zoning change.
Tripp Williams, of Murray, asked the
commission at its regular meeting
Tuesday to change the zoning on a strip of
Land on North 12th Street, from Sharpe to
Payne Street. The strip is on the east side
of 12th, and is 200 feet deep
The request is to change the zoning of the
area from residential to one that would
allbw professional offices in the area.
A public hearing has been set for the
next meeting of the commission,
scheduled for June 17.

Crime Prevention Plan
Instituted By Local FOP
A new crime-prevention program has
been announced by the local Fraternal
Order of Police to help prevent home
burglaries, according to Van Allen,
chairman of the committee in charge.
Allen said this morning that the program
calls for engraving an identification
number on all major items in the homes of
those participating.
The number, which will be different for
each homeowner, will be placed on file
with the local police department, to
facilitate the identification and return of
confiscated stolen merchandise.
There will be a fee of $2 per home to
mark with an engraver the identification

number on all major items in the home. All
funds will be used to buy materials for the
program, and participating homeowners
will receive a sticker with the wording
"This home and items inside have been,
marked with an identification number and
is recorded at the police department,"
Allen said.
Interested persons should write to
William Van Allen, chairman, Crime
Prevention Identification Committee,
Fraternal Order of Police, Lodge No. 23,
City Hall Building, Murray.
Allen said this morning that the number
of responses to the plan will dictate
whether or not it is implemented.

New Round Of Rate Hikes
By TVA Loom On Horizon

Parents Asked To
Select Council
Parents of students attending Carter
Elementary School and the Murray Middle
School have been asked to select an advisory council for the federally funded
Title I Reading Program, according to
Margaret Franklin, supervisor of instruction for the Murray Public Schools.
A slate of candidates willing to serve in
this capacity has been nominated by the
present advisory ctruncil. A letter of explanation and the ballot will be sent home
by the students and parents are asked to
return the ballot no later than Wednesday,
May 28, Mrs. Franklin said.
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SAFETY PROGRAM PRESENTED — "Mr. Mcfeely" presented safety programc
for elementary school students at Carter, Robertson and University School here
yesterday. Sponsored by the Murray Police Department and the National Child
Safety Council, the program used magic and comedy to teach valuable child
safety principles to children, especially during the summer months to come,
With "Mr. Mcleely'are Patrolman Jerry Carter of the police department and Tim
Brown,a fburth-grader at Carter and the son of Dr. and Mrs. Elwood Brown.
Staff Photo by Davy(' Ht

KNOXVILLE (AP)—Prospects for a
new round of rate increases are looming as
the Tennessee Valley Authority announced
the renegotiation of 80 million tons of coal
price contracts at double the former price.
Normal term contract expirations, and
the triggering of cost of living cancellation
clauses, forced the TVA to renegotiate the
contracts,a spokesman said Tuesday.
Most of the coal was priced at between $6
and $10 a ton, the spokesman estimated.
The prevailing price range of the greatly
extended contracts will range from $15 to
$20 per ton, he added.
He also disclosed that TVA coal
procurement officials already have begun
fresh talks with the Peabody Coal Co, the
agency's largest coal supplier.
TVA'S board of directors is hoping to buy
the coal company—the world's largest—
from the Kennecott Copper Co.
"If the increase in prices sounds high, it
is well to recall that we were forced to pay
$28.50 a ton for about two million tons that
TVA was buying at $8 50 a ton last
August," the spokesman said.
-

Most TVA contracts for coal, that are as
much as 10 years old, contain clauses that
permit suppliers to cancel existing contracts when living costs rise more than 50
per cent above what they were at the
beginning of the contract.
The first of these cancellations, by Webster County Mining Co. last August, came
in the middle of the highest rise in coal
prices in history. The spiral was in anticipation of the miners' strike that came
in November.
"We were in an exposed position ahead
of the strike and deliveries were way
down,so we were forced to renegotiate and J
pay nearly four times what we had been
paying," a TVA official said.
He added that coal prices have eased off
since the strike and suggested that the
renegotiated prices, although up 100 per
cent, were better than anybody might have
expected five or six months ago.
There were nine contracts renegotiated
since. January and these included six different coal mining companies. Four of the
six coal companies happen to be owned by

oil or gas companies, which are now
making an effort to get coal prices up to
levels comparable with the two other fuels.
Three of the renegotiated contracts were
with Island Creek Coal Co., owned by Occidental Petroleum Co. Other suppliers inchided Old Ben Coal Co., owned by Standard Oil of Ohio; Zeigler Coal Co., owned
by Houston Natural Gas Corp.; Pittsburgh
and Midway, owned by Gulf Oil Corp.;
Amax Inc., a minerals conglomerate, and
Brown and Badget, an independen'
operator.
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mint green dress and matching
accessories. The groom's
mother wore a pale yellow
ensemble with matching ac
cessories. Each had a corsage
of gardenias and satin pico
ribbon. Mrs. Ogie Greenfield,
grandmother of the groom,
wore a pale pink jacket dress
Friday, May 23
Thursday, May 22
with a white carnation corsage.
and
Roses
to
shopping
for
Bus
Calloway County Education
Reception
Association will have a dinner downtown for senior citizens
Immediately following the
Call
m.
p.
12:30
at
run
will
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at Seven
ceremony, a reception was held
Seas Restaurant. Retiring Senior Citizens office, 753-0929,
at the Murray Woman's Club
m.
a.
11:30
by
teachers will be honored and
House which was decorated
new officers will be recognized.
throughout with magnolia and
Murray Chapter of Parents
dogwood blossoms and burning,
Without Partners will meet at
candles.
Mission Group of Memorial the Ellis Center at eight p. m.
The bride's table was covered
Baptist Church will meet with with Rev. Jerrell White as
with
p.m.
a satin cloth and overlaid
seven
at
Crawford
Thyra
speaker.
with apricot colored tulle which
was caught at the corners and
Saturday, May 24
Progressive Homemakers
center front with apricot satin
No.
Hill
511
Chapter
Temple
bows and streamers centered
Club will meet at the home of
Order of the Eastern Star will
with dogwood blossoms and
Glenda Wilson, 1514 Canterbury
at the
Night
have
Friendship
leatherleaf.
Estates, at 6:30 p. m.
lodge hall et 7:30 p. m.
Centering the reception table
Asa.
Murray
of
Department
was an arrangement of sonia
Zeta
Annual Charity Ball will be at
New officers ot the Murray Sub-District United Methodist
roses, white fuji mums, yellow
Woman's Club will have a patio
the Waterfield Student Union
Youth Fellowship to be installed at the meeting on Thurmargarite daisies, and gyparty with husbands as guests
State
ballroom, Murray
house.
sday, May 22, at seven p.m. at the Dexter-Hardin Church are,
by three
flanked
psophelia
at 6:30 p. m. at the club
from nine p. m. to
Hostesses will be Mesdames University,
left to right, front, row, Cindy Rogers, treasurer, Barbara Pierbranched silver candelabra
m.
a.
one
Wallace,
D.
with white burning tapers.
Jack Bailey, A.
ce, publicity, Terri Erwin, vice-president, top row, Tereasa
Maurine Hopson, W. Edward
The three tiered wedding
Turley, secretary, Kathie Broach, president. They were elecAlpha Department of Murray
cake,separated by columns and
Watson, and Purdom Outland. Woman's Club will have a
ted at the April meeting held at Coldwater United Methodist
topped with a cluster of satin
Church. A skit from the book.,"God's Trombones," entitled
luncheon meeting at noon at the
Murray Sub-Nina-UMW
and pearl wedding bells, was
"The Prodigal Son" was presented by the Coldwater UMYF.
Dr.
Mildred
with
house
club
-Hardin
served from one end of the table
will meet at Dexter
Retiring officers are Bob Hargrove, Lynn Rogers, Cindy
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
while at the other end apricot
United Methodist Church at Hatcher,
Rogers, Jill Falwell, and Sherry Haley. Martha Broach and Mr.
A.
J.
and
Mrs.
Ann
Carr,
Miss
punch was served from a silver
seven p. m.
and Mrs. Eual Burkeen were counselors.
Outland as hoarecies
punch bowl. Nuts and apricot
colored mints were also served
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
from silver containers.
m. for Senior Citizens with
Hostesses serving were Miss
devotion at 10:05, exercise at
To
Of
Jan Purdom, Miss Linda Wren,
10:15, transportation to Health
Mrs. Johnny Rayburn, Mrs.
Center at 10:30, artex painting
Sonya Wilson, aunt of the
at 10:45, sack lunch at 11:30,
groom, Mrs. J. R. Story, and
square dancing at one p. m. and
SPECIAL VISUAL EFFECTS
Mrs. Jack Johnson, who each
bus to run at 3:15 p. m.
BEST SOUND
wore a corsage of yellow and
5c:env(tc Or Techn.cal Award (Class 1111
white margarite daisies,
Scientofic Or Technecal Award (Class III
gypsophelia, and various
Wranglers Riding Club will
with
flowers
star
colored
meet at 7:30 p. m. at the club
rainbow satin ribbon.
grounds.
Miss Sharon McCuiston,
Lynn Grove Senior
cousin of the bride, passed out
YOU'LL NEVER EXPERIENCE
rice bags tied with a satin
SEIVISIBLRDWIC
Meet
To
band.
wedding
silver
Citizens
and
ribbon
.
Payne
ON TV'
James
Stephen
Mr. and Mrs.
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
The wedding couple left for
will have an organizational
Senior
The Lynn Grove
am n a setting of simplicity and with a corsage of multicolored formed a wide scalloped their wedding trip with the
Southwest Citizens
at
meeting
an
have
will
Miss Cynthia Gay margarite daisies, gypsophelia. hemline curving around the bride wearing a two piece pale
beauty,
Elementary School at 3:30 p. m. organizational meeting at the
blue and peach jersey suit with
Colson, daughter of Mr. and and star flowers. The table was bottom of the skirt.
Southwest Elementary School
Her four tiered cathedral matching scarf and a sonia rose
Mrs. Cletus Colson, and Stephen covered with an apricot colored
at Wiswell on Thursday, May James Payne, son of Mr. and cloth overlaid with a lace cloth, length veil of illusion was at- from her bouquet.
camelot headpiece
22, at 3:30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Payne are now
Mrs. James Payne, were handmade by the bride's tached to a
For Information
All Senior Citizens in the area married on Sunday, April 27, at grandmother, Mrs. Joe Colson. also covered with the same at home in San Antonio, Texas,
Regarding
lace where he is serving as a
are urged to attend as officers the First Christian Church.
encrusted
A silver bud vase holding a pearl
and lieutenant in the Medical Corps
will be elected and plans made
Bro. John Dale officiated at single sonia rose, baby's breath. medallions. The gown
the of the U. S. Army.
for the summer.
by
designed
were
headpiece
the candlelight ceremony read and leatherleaf adorned the
Alan Blaustein, executive as the couple stood in front of register table.
iiiivu
bride and fashioned by her
it
Out of town guests included
(Permanent
director, will give an ex- the arch brass 15 branch canmother.
/TOMSJIJaI
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. O'Kell,
Bride's Dress
11.10143Kamm.
planation of the program and delabrum decorated with
Her only jewelry was a Glendale, Calif., Miss Allegra
54
The bride, escorted to the
Removal of Hair)
MEMNiPM
111
INSq11!MP
the services offered. Refresh- leatherleaf and dogwood altar by her father and given in diamond pendant, gift of the Jones, Paducah, Mrs. Phillip
and
pearl
tiny
and
ments will be served.
for 6 Big Weeks
groom,
Frida
Starts
and
Phyllis
Jana
Harrell,
wio
parents,
her
by
blossoms. On either side were marriage
For transportation call 753- palms and two brass spiral lovely in a floor 'length A-link diamond earrings borrowed Harrell, and Miss Kathy Cox,
7:15, 9:30 + 2:30 Sun.
mother. She also wore Hopkinsville, Mrs Glenn Pace,
8193 or 753-0929.
candelabra, also entwined with gown of candlelight silk organza from her
six-pence in her 'Boston, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
dogwood blossoms. Each of the over candlelight delustered the traditional
Adults 2.50 - Children 1.25
good luck charm She Derrell Wilson, Mike and Lisa,
eleven windows had a single satin extending into a large shoe as a
shaped
a large round
Paris, Tenn., Jerry D. Adams,
5 - 14
lighted candle surrounded with chapel length train. Re- carried
of lilies of the Houston, Texas, Miss Doreen
and smilax. embroidered Alencon lace bridal bouquet
blossoms
dogwood
buds,
Indian
rose
sonia
genuine handcrafted American
Billingham and Tom Colson,
Thru Thur. •7:20,9:20
The family pews were marked medallions with pearl and valley,
white fuji porn porn Colorado Springs, Colo., Mrs.
with vases of dogwood and pearl clusters formed the stephanotis,
gypsophelia with James Burton and Miss Kay
leatherleaf with apricot bows. scalloped scooped neckline and mums, and
strands and Burton, Memphis, Tenn.
peat'
of
loops
long
A program of nuptial music completely molded the modified
tied in love
Rehearsal Dinner
by Gary empire bodice. The pearl ivory satin ribbon
presented
was
ONLY - Friday 23 & Saturday 24 —ONLY
knots.
Mr. and Mrs. James Payne
Galloway, organist, and Gus covered lace medallions exMrs. Terry Hart, matron of were hosts for the rehearsal
753-3111
Murray
tended down the sheer slim
Robertson, Jr., soloist.
121 Bypass
was attired in an apricot dinner held at the Triangle Inn
honor,
lace
Presiding at the guest sleeves forming a pearled
753-3314
dress with a double cape on Saturday, April NS.
chiffon
register table was Miss Jar; pointed cuff. The same pearl
ine
v-neckl
Centering the main table was
Purdom who wore a green encrusted lace medallions were effect from the
Ends Tonite
121 bypass
sleeves. A an arrangement of sonia roses,
summer print floor length dress scatttred over the skirt and forming the short
the
from
extended
flared ruffle
yellow margarite daisies, and
empire waistline down the side white fuji mums. At intervals
front of the skirt forming a up and down the tables were
flared flounce around the burning candles surrounded by
hemline. To complete her at- white margarite daisies,
tire, she wore an apricot colored leatherleaf and baby's breath.
picture hat draped with apricot
Apricot colored ceramic
illusion.
wedding bells were used as
Eastwood
The bridesmaids were Mrs. placecards for the guests who
4
Trouble!
Mitch Ward,cousin of the bride, included the wedding party and
Mrs. Ron Burnett, sister of the out of town guests.
groom, Miss Susan Johnson, The bridal couple presented
and Miss Darreen Billingham, gifts to their attendants.
who all were attired identical to
the matron of honor.
Each of. the attendants
carried a round shaped hand
bouquet of sonia roses, yellow
9:00+ 4:15 Sun.
fuji mums, apricot carnations,
7:15 + 2:30 Sun.
white margarite daisies, and
white porn porn chrysanGIBSON BOY
themums with a bow of apricot
Mr. and Mrs. James Gibson,
color.
1500 Henry Street, Murray, are
Little Miss Sherrie Burnett, the parents of a baby boy, Trent
niece of the groom, served as Brandon, weighing seven
Ends Tonite
the flower girl. She wore an pounds four ounces, born on
with
apricot floor length dress
Tuesday, April 22, at 8:41 p. m.
apricot dotted organza pinafore at the Murray-Calloway County
with the shoulders and bottom Hospital.
STAR WHITE, HONEY BEIGE
ruffles edged in natural lace.
They have another son, Eric,
She wore a cluster of white age 3'.2. The father is employed
NOW 3 FOR $6.75
A.SHORT PANITE,5-7,reg. $2.75 each
stock up on
daisies, gypsophelia, and ivory as claims adjustor for Kentucky
Once a year you have your chance to
NOW 3 FOR $7.50
fabric feels
ribbon in streamers in the back Farm Bureau Insurance.
8-9 reg.$3.00 each
perfect little Pechglos. This famous
the
to
next
NOW
3
powder
FOR
$5.25
each
$2.00
of her hair. She dropped rose
reg.
fine
4-7,
BRIEF,
of
B.
fluff
a
as
Grandparents are Mr. and
fresh and cool
and
Wears
absorbent.
petals from a small natural split Mrs. Alfred Gibson of Trenton.
FOR
NOW
3
and
$5.75
8,reg.$2.25 each
skin. Marvelously soft
palm leaf basket with yellow Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. James
NOW 3 FOR S4.50
C. BIKINI,4-6 reg. $1.75 each
wears. And launders like a dream.
and white margarite daisies Brandon of Murray Route Two
•
and apricot bow and streamers.
The groom wore a white
LITTLETON'S
tuxedo with white shirt and tie.
- • .• •
His boutonniere was a sonia Before the Rye
(MURRAY
rose and gypsophelia.
Corned beef sandwiches on
Open 7:30 - Start 8:00
Gary Taylor was best man for rye bread are :popular, but
Ends Tonite
the groom. Tom Colson, brother what gives the beef this
of the bride, and Ron Burnett, flavor? The term' "corned
8:00 only
at
(R)
Trouble"
"Girls In
brother-in-law of the groom, beef" generally implies a beef
lighted the candles and also brisket that has been cured
served as ushers along with the in a procesaing solution call other groomsmen who were (41 "pickle". Sometimes pieces
PA111111111111111 P1C TWOS PIIIISINTS
Pete Roney, Terry Hart, and of round, chuck or plate, as
BANKAinktcm
AN ALBERT &RUDDY PRODUCTION
are
brisket,
the
as
well
the.
of
brother
Colson,
Kevin
bride. The groomsmen all wore "corned-, a term that comes
of
black tuxedoes and white' from an earlier method
beef
the
which
in
processing
gypsophelia
carnation with
was cured by sprinkling with
boutonnieres.
9:30-5:30 Weekdays
grains of snit called
coarse
wedding,
For her daughter's
A.
n
cor
Mrs. Colson chose a floor length
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His Comic Card
Is a Bad Joke
Dale Mathis was named as
Outstanding Beta Boy of
Calloway County High School
at the banquet held at the
school.

New officers of the Calloway County High School Beta Club installed at the banquet held at
the school were, left to right, front row, Susie Adams, Rida Hicks, Paulette Hooks, Linda Avery,
Kathy Todd, Gena Cleaver, Vickie Weatherford, back row, Kevin Bowen, Mike Farris, Lisa Smith,
Kathy Jackson, Judy Kimbro, Shea Sykes, and Kevin Pennick.

Calloway Beta Club Has

ethodist
Thurirchare,
Ira PierTereasa
re elecethodist
entitled
r UMYF.
, Cindy
and Mr.

Annual Banquet At_School

Patsy Burkeen, right, accepts the award as Outstanding
Beta Girl for 1974-75 as Norita Cassity, club president and
toastmistress, stands at the left at the banquet held by the
Calloway County High School Beta Club.

-dee,* Sleet

Henry (H. F.) Keeling
RAILROAD

COMMISSIONER
1ST RAILROAD DISTRICT
3

MAY DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
Paid For By Mn. Barbaro Keeling, Treasurer, Paducah, Ky.

"Well of Knowledge" was the
theme of the annual banquet
held by the Beta Club of
Calloway County High School on
Friday, May 2, at 6:30 p. m. at
the school cafeteria. A delicious
was
smorgasbord dinner
prepared and served by the
lunchroom personnel of the
School.
— -Norita
Cassity-,-- club
president, was the toastmistress for the banquet
honoring the seniors of 1975 and
members of the news media of
Murray and Calloway County,
The invocation was given by
Debbie Garrett with Mark
Miller introducing the special
guests. Steve McCuiston spoke
concerning the theme of the
banquet followed by the toast to
Beta Girls by Randy Herndon,
toast to Beta Boys by Kathy
Calhoun, toast to Seniors,
Peggy Rogers, response from
seniors, Marketia Orr, toast to
Junior Betas, Terri Erwin,
response from Junior Betas,
Tammy Feltner, and toast to
news media, Janet Murdock.
A very entertaining skit was
presented by Mary Beth Hays,
Gene Hopkins, Donna Smith,
and Pam Robertson with Vicki
Weatherford as piano accompanist who also presented
special entertainment on the
piano.
Mrs. Vernon Riley, club
sponsor along with Mrs. Ronald
Hopkins. spoke at the meeting
concerning the club and its

1.25

VARIETY IS THE
SPECIALTY OF
THE HOUSE

)
c7

activities. She has been sponsor
of the club since it was formed
at Calloway County High
School. She is serving as
sponsor for the Kentucky Beta
Club this year.
Patsy Jo Burkeen watnamed
as outstanding Beta Girl and
Dale Mathis as Outstanding
Beta Boy for the year 1974-75 as
announced by Linda Avery and
Reesa Buchanan respectively.
New officers installed for the
year 1975-76 are Linda Avery,
president; Mike Farris, first
vice-president; Gena Cleaver,
second vice-president; Kathy
Jackson, recording secretary;
Kathy Todd, corresponding
secretary; Lisa Smith, point
secretary; Judy Kimbro, first
treasurer; Susie Adams,second
treasurer; Kevin Bowen,
reporter;
Shea
Sykes,
parliamentarian; Rids Hicks,
song leader; Kevin Pennick,
sergeant at Arms; Vicki
Weatherford, service chairman;
Paulette
Hooks,
devotional leader.
Retiring officers are Norita
Cassity, president; Pam
Robertson, first vice-president;
Dale Mathis, second viceAvery,
president; Linda
recording secretary; Alene
Paschall, corresponding
secretary; Alison Wilferd, point
secretary; Larry Getb, first
treasurer; Maressa Buchane.n,
Patsy
treasurer;
second
Burkeen, reporter; Sherrie
Starks, parliamentarian; Janet
Byerly, song leader; Rene
Tobey, devotional leader.
Special guests were Miss
Lynn Crutcher, Kentucky Beta
Club president from Reidland
and her escort; Mrs. T. P.
Jones, retired teacher and Beta
sponsor; Mrs. A. F. Myers,
teacher who accompanied the
club's delegation to the state
convention; Ron McAlister,
principal; James Feltner,
assistant principal; Dan Woods,
Radio Station WNBS; Gene
McCutcheon and Mrs, J. B.
Burkeen, Murray Ledger Se
Times.
The banquet was closed with
Janet Byerly and Rida Hicks
leading the large number of
members, teachers, and guests
Ur...the Beta Song.

By Abigail Van Buren
C 1975 by Chicago Tribunsal V Name 91ml
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DEAR ABBY: I am a 23-year-old, college-educated,
unmarried woman.
I have definitely made up my mind that I do not want to
bear any children. If I marry and want a child, I will adopt a
homeless child since I think there are already too many
children in the world.
Also, I would like to hirable to have sex without worrying
about getting pregnant, and no matter what anybody says,
there is absolutely NO method of contraception that is 100
per cent foolproof.
I have asked every doctor I know to perform an operation
on me to prevent pregnancy, but so far, I have found no one
who will. They all say: "Oh, you'll change your mind one
day and then will be sorry." Or: "Have a few kids
first—then I'll do it for you." They act like they'd- be
committing some kind of crime.
Abby, Why shouldn't I be able to have that kind of
operation if that is what I want? And where can I find a
doctor who will do it?
IDAHO READER

!Iry
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DEAR YANK: Your comic card may not have been so
comical since the lady was still in mourning. Wait a while,
then telephone hr. If you get a chilly reception, you'll know
you blew it.
DEAR ABBY: With reference to walk-in customers
versus telephone customers, this is how I handle it;
When I phone a store, I always open my inquiry with: "If
you are not with a customer now, will you please help me?"
The clerk says, "Yes, I can help you" or 'I'm busy now,
may I take your number and call you back, or will you
hold?"
Then, when I am in a store and in a hurry, if the phone
rings while I'm being waited on and the salesperson makes a
move to answer it, I say, "Please ask the person on the
phone to wait. I was here first, and I am in a hurry."
They always look a little shocked, but I don't care
because I knov, I'm right. And if they will just stop and
think, they'll agree.
I have also been a salesperson, so I've been on both sides
of the counter.
"SELDOM STANDIN' AND WAITIN'"
DEAR SELDOM: Your system makes sense for
telephone shoppers, walk-in customers and clerics. Thanks
for the sensible suggestion.
Everyone has a problem What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
er
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped 120t1 envelope.
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DEAR READER: I personally feel that if you do not
want children, it's your right. Keep shopping around for a
doctor. If you can't find one, inquire at your nearest
Planned Parenthood office for information. Their motto is:
"Every child should be a wanted child." And I couldn't
agree more.
DEAR ABBY: It's been 50 years since I've even thought of
my childhood sweetheart. Then I read in the obituary
column that her father had died, and she was still a "Miss.
I have been a widower for 18 months, so I sent this
childhood sweetheart a mass card. She promptly wrote to
thank me for it. Then I sent a comic card that read, "Are
you free Saturday night? I have $2.95 to spend."(I wrote on
the bottom,"On the serious side, I'd like to take you out for
dinner if you aren't too upset about the loss of your
father.")
No reply. Should I write to her again? Perhaps telephone
her?
Do you think that receiving no answer was an answer in
the negative?
Thanks for your comments.
CONNECTICUT YANKEE
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Every ounce of fertile sod
normally contains more living
organisms than the human population of the entire world.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
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Variety is the specialty at Jerry's.
Jerry's Restaurants are getting better
every day. There's a whole new dinner.
menu to choose from - choices you
don't get anywhere else — appetizers
and soups ... vegetables and potatoes
... and four different mai-n dishes each
evening. Things like roast turkey, liver
and onions, collard greens, buttered
peas, veal cutlet — and so many more.

Irt 8:00

And, what's more, your dinner including appetizers, vegetables and
country biscuits - comes at one low
price. Variety - new dinner features or
old favorites — another reason for
having dinner at Jerry's.

SECS

Knee

EST
•

•

S. 12th

Street

ein10.
RESTAURANT
WHERE VARIETY IS
THE SPECIALTY OF THE HOUSE

Murray, Ky._
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By MRS.W.P. WILLIAMS
Did you ever stop to think that necessary to make it live and
raising flowers is much like grow. So child sometimes has to
raising children? In the first have privileges taken away in
place you have to have a good order that they may find out
home for them. When you plant there are some things have to be
a shrub you want to put it where learned, whether we like it or
it will row the best and be the not.
Some plants won't grow
healthiest; just as we want our
children to grow up in the proper together, as annuals in with
atmosphere, conductive to Azaleas, for they don't like the
health and happiness. So we dig same kind of soil In like manner
a good hole, put the proper sort our children need to learn to
of soil in it. We place it where it make wise choices in their close
can get the proper amount of, friendships.
Last of all but no means least,
sun or shade or moisture. In
other words we give it a good the most needed element for a
flower garden or in a home, is
home.
Then we feed and water it just love. We plant flowers, trees and
as we provide good food and shrubs because we love them
water in our own homes. Plants and enjoy the beauty that
need differnt foods, Azaleas, follows our efforts in working
rhodedendrons and several with the Creator. Surely no
others like them, need acid soil home is complete without
and so we see to it that they got massive doses of love for and
it. Other plants need to be where from each one. And there, too,
they get plenty of mositure, so we work with the Creator to
as to get the best results, we develop a child who can go out
give them the proper location into the world and be a credit to
Another thing that is needed in his home. Love and ungardening as well as in the home derstanding are necessary
is discipline. We train a plant. components of gardening' and
snipping off a little here and home life as well. When we want
there, or fixing it to a a wall as In to learn about flowers we go to&
espaliered shrubs or plants flower magazine. Surely there is
This is done so they won't get out no better source of informaton
of bounds and grow wild So do about raising children or home
our children need curbing and life than the Bible
If we could follow directions
have to be taught the right and
wrong. We even prune back a for our gardens and our. homes
shillb severely if it becomes how wonderful it would be

Correction
NOTICE!
Through error we have an incorrect lawn
mower picture on page 6 of the Big K Special Section in this newspaper today. The price and
description of Model 1422K are correct. Only the
picture is incorrect. We regret this error.
Be sure to read every page of the special section and shop Big K for tremendous values.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Weekdays
1-6 Sundays'

SAVE
S4('

753-8777
Limit Rights

Reserved

1
Editorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
cr, purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
,prnions Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
1,,,nionated articles are encouraged
rtie editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
.tpadonated articles to only time which perrallel the editorial
pvtiosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
tf,refore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
inv ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
a Rh their feelings on the particular issue being discussed
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r;Editoriai
ri Our Choice In
The Senate Race

Dr. Harry Sparks is well known
everyone in Calloway County.
—
5
—
--He has faced the many issues at
both the local and state level,
while serving as President of
Murray State University and a5
Superintendent of Public In
struction. He has served one term
as president of the Kentucky
Educational Association and
while Supt. of Public Instruction
served as chairman of the Board
of Regents at each of the statesupported schools. He performed
well in all of these demanding
positions.
Dr. Sparks has proved that he
has the know-how to get things
done at the state level and has
time, talent and energy to serve
well in the office of State Senator.
His opponents are both fine
young men. Ronnie Jackson is admired and respected by all of LIE
who know him and he has run a
well planned campaign. Rick

Weisenberger of Mayfield is very
capable and either,
Weisenberger could do a good job
for us in Frankfort.
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Baseball At City Park
Dear Editor:
This is an open invitation for Murray
sports fans to watch some superb Murray
basePall %earns this year. The Murray
'Ilitseisidt'AsiOeitation includes leagues
frorfirthe Farm through the Colt League.

But, experience with prime
issues such as education,
economy, taxes, and his forceful
way in getting to the "meat of an
issue" have led us to conclude Dr.
Harry Sparks will be our choicr
for State Senator on Tuesday
We thinkhe is The man we need
to serve with Kenny Imes or Ed
Overbey in the Kentucky
legislature. This race has really
"warmed up"and we like much of
the program of both of these candidates. We feel that either of
these two, if elected, would serve
well and we make no recommendations, as we feel they have
done probably the best job of all in
getting their race before the
public.

This year the Colt League ( ages 15-16) is
making an all-out effort to bring top-notch
baseball to Murray. Mayfield has been
invited to play us every Tuesday evening
with the first game beginning at 6:30 May
27.
Murray recently traveled to Mayfield
for an exhibition game and won 4-1. Every
Friday evening will feature the four
Murray Colt League teams playing each
other.
A great evening's entertainment is

From Antipathy To...
mon outcrys at the four Liverpudlians' hair styles.
But today, there aren't many
young boys or men with hair
enough left on their heads whose
hair cuts or styles don't bear a
striking resemblance to those
fellows.
In addition to changing our
ideas of music, The Beatles also
male
introduced the now
American ideal of long hair.
It all only goes to show that
today's antipathy may very well
turn into tomorrow's acceptance.
—Greenville (S. C.) News

Good Loser
If the Bicentennial Commission, Co., Ltd., it's nice to know you
: which is overseeing -all that is aren't carrying a grudge.
—Charlotte (N. C.) Observer
done in the name of this country's
200th birthday, has any "Good
Loser" awards to hand out, we
nominate Davison Newman &
Co., Ltd., of London.
The firm was established in 1650
and has been shipping tea to the
• New World since before 1700. One
of its products is "Boston Harbor
Some school authorities believe
• Tea," which comes packed in a
5: can adorned with crossed that spanking should be replaced
t: American and British flags and by "behavior modification."
Shucks — some of us old-timer:
• the notation, "The firm which
supplied tea 1773-1774 for the thought spanking was behavior
modification.
historic Boston tea parties."
—Atlanta (Ga.) Journal
Good show, Davison Newman &

The Way
We Were

HEIRTLINE1
--HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
- fast. Write HEARTL1NE, 8514 North
Main St., Dayton, Ohio, 45415.

available free of charge to Murray and
Calloway County residents. This year's
teams will feature strong pitching and
defensive play, since several of the boys
have played together through the other
leagues.
Murray has demonstrated time after
tune her willingness to support her sports
activities. It really does something to know
the fans are there cheering for victory.
The first Murray-Mayfield match-up is
scheduled for Tuesday, May 27, at 6:30
p.m. The first league play between Murray
teams will be Friday May 30.
For some great baseball fun come on out
to the Colt League park in the Murray City
Park.
Tom Perkins
Colt League President

Sensing The Yews

SUBSCRIPTION RATES In &etas served by

Airman First Class Phillip P. Williams
has graduated from the U. S. Air Force
Non-Commissioned Officer Leadership
School at Roberts Air Force Base,
Georgia.
Dan McDaniel, Judy Howard, Diane
Vaughn, Marilyn Moyer, Ernie Bailey,
and Jeanne Steytler, all of Murray, are
members of the Murray State College
Choir, directed by Prof. Robert Baar, who
will make a concert tour of Europe this
summer.
Sheila Erwin and Cathy Johnston are
valedictorian and salutatorian respectively of the Eighth grade class at Hazel
Elementary School.
New officers of the Calloway County
High School Student Council are Wilma
Hale, Billy Wilson, Marcia Jones, Debbie
Galloway, and Linda Jeffs.

Bible Thought

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN

These things I command you,
that ye love one another. John
15:17.
Christ died for us! No where can
you find such a love. And He

Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: The Vital B-1
Do the American people want the United
States to cut back its armed forces and
accept second-class status in the world?
They need to ask themselves that
question as the anti-defense lobby in and
out of Congress moves to reduce
America's defense capabilities in the year
ahead. The opponents of a strong national
defense are doing this by attempting to
prevent development of new weapons
systems for the 1980s.
A case in point is the current drive to
eliminate the B-1 bomber now under
development. Early this month, a headline
in the Washington Post told the story:
"Groups Press Hill To Scuttle Bomber
Fleet."
The news account told of -a coalition of
organizations" that had launched a
national campaign to knock out funds for
the B-1. More than 25 liberal-left
organizations are part of this effort, including Americans For Democratic Action, Common Cause, American Friends'
Service Committee, United Mine Workers
Union, World Federalists, and the International Longshoreman's Union.
. _
This campaign to reduce America's
strategic capabilities comes on the heels of
our country's disastrous reverse in
Southeast Asia. It is as though the coalition
wanted to signal to the world that America
won't make a stand on any front, not even
in the area of strategic defense. If the antidefense lobby succeeds in killing the B-1,
the Soviets will get a very clear expression
of Americans' unwillingness to defend
themselves.

HARRIGAN
have been going down, not up. U. S.
strategic budgets have declined nearly
exponentially from the high plateau of
1956-1961."
This spells grave danger for the future if
new weapons are not added to America's
arsenal. Paul Nitze, a former U. S.
negotiator with the Soviets at the SALT
talks, has warned that there is "a potentially critical period five, 10, 15 years from
now." He has said that, assuming a
position of Soviet superiority, "the outcome (of a clash) would be highly onesided.
The U. S. also has to reckon with inflation, which eats up funds allocated for
new weapons. Defense planners can do
nothing about the fact that 56 per cent of
the defense budget goes for manpower
costs. The Soviets, for their part, deny
their people a decent existence in order to
build armaments on a crash basis.
Unfortunately, the anti-defense lobby is
very influential in and out of the Congress.
This lobby, which is represented by the
new coalition, sees no evil, hears no evil
when it comes to communist power,
whether in Indo-China or Europe. The
coalition has only one objective, namely
that of reducing America's power.
Hopefully, the U. S. public will not
permit this anti-defense coalition to have
its way in Congress. If the coalition
triumphs, and the B-1 is scuttled, the
nation will be exposed to a new degree of
danger.

The B-1, like the Trident missile-firing
athmarine, is a desperately needed new
defense system. The U. S. Strategic Ali
Command is dependent on the aging 8-52
bomber which has been flying since the
1950s.
Some people ask: why do we need
bombers in an era of missiles? There are
several answers to that question. In the
first place, a manned bomber provides the
nation with an instrument of graduated
response under total control'until the last
second.
Second, the Soviets today have a huge
lead in missile weapons. The United States
must develop types of weapons that
provide a strategic advantage.
The B-1, utilizing America's advantage
in aircraft technology, is one such weapon.
The B-1 fleet sought by the Air Force
would furnish the United States with
another significant deterrent to nuclear
war. It would give America more
meaningful power for peace. Only military
strength and technological superiority on
the part of the U. S. prevents a surprise
nuclear attack on this country.
The anti-defense lobby in Congress
already has slashed $3.7 billion from the
Defense Dept. budget request, including SI
billion needed for new naval vessels. The
Soviet fleet today vastly outnumbers the
U. S. Navy. Further cuts in defense appropriations must be prevented by an
aroused citizenry.
Fortunately, the proponents of a strong
defense, including the B-1, have the facts
on their side. They can point to the decline
in America's spending on new weapons,
while the Soviets step up their spending.
As Dr. Albert Wohlstetter wrote in Poreign
Policy, "U. S. strategic budgets and the
destructiveness of U. S. strategic forces
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10 Years Ago

20 Years Ago
The City Council voted last night to
annex a new area into the city limits. The
area takes in all of South 16th Street down
to Sycamore Street including about twenty
homes on the street that has recently been
widened and paved.
Miss Jenelen McKinney, senior at
Murray Training School, received the
Anon Foundation award for musical
achievement from the Murray Lions Club.
Two Spanish American war veterans in
Calloway County are Mack Valdie
Kirkland, age 82, and Henry B. Winters,
age 80.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cathey observed
their 50th wedding anniversary on May 15
at their home at Stella.

Today In History
By The 4s3ot-sated Press

HEART'LINg: 'fit it true that- 1hp
medicare premium will be raised by July?
If so, how much? R. D.
ANSWER: In the absence of
congressional action, the medicare
premium will not be raised in July, but will
HEARTIJNE: I am 71 years old, I remain at the present basic rate of $6.70 a
retired in 1970, how much should my social month.
security be each month? C. M.
HEARTIJNE: I am an invalid and my
ANSWER: Heartline receives hundreds brother has supported me for years until
of questions like this each month. I'm his recent death. Am I eligible to draw on
sorry but we cannot compute benefits, only his social security? I am 67 years of age.
social security can do that.
My brother was drawing social security.
HEARTI,INE: I wrote you 5 weeks ago M. K.
about a pen-pal, still no pen-pal. How
ANSWER: No, the social security law
come? B. W.
does not provide benefits for a brother or
ANSWER: Since you stated you did not sister of a worker.
want to correspond with anyone except
from your hometown, we are still waiting e—
for someone to write from there. It might
be a while, since your hometown has a
population of 503.
HEARTL1NE: I am moving soon, is
The Murray ledper c7. Times ik published
every afternoon except Sundays Ji.jylChrilL_
_Heartline in my new local newspaper' R
ANSWER: .Whenever you move call
Heartline We will inform you of your
closest newspaper with Heartline, of
course you could always take an old friend
with you, call your present newspaper for
details.

OPINION PAGE

Letter To The Editor

Guest Editorials

Has it been more than a decade
since Great Britain launched its
"Invasion of Innovation" upon the
USA?
We're speaking of British rock
music, and particularly the first
well-known invaders, the now
defunct group called The Beatles.
Though they've gone their
separate ways, it's easy for most
of us to recall the great American
outrage at their "cereal bowl"
haircuts . which greatly tapped
over their ears.'
"Offensive!"
"Scandalous!"
and "Sacrilegious!" were corn-
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wants us to love others in return

Wallace On
World War II
George Wallace said the other
day that he now believes "we
were fighting the wrong people,
maybe, in World War II."
That is a startling statement to
come from the man who leads
the polls for the Democratic
nomination for president in 1976.
Especially so since it was
made public almost exactly on
the 30-year anniversary of V-E
Day.
It was 30 years ago that the
Allied troops marched into the
German death camps and discovered scenes that were as
close to hell as have ever been
iseen on earth.
For Wallace to question the
Allied cause now raises a serious
question about his qualifications
to serve this nation as cornm ander-in-chief.

Today is Wednesday, May 21, the 141st
day of 1975. There are 224 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1956, the first hydrogen
bomb was exploded by the United States
over Bikini Atoll in the Pacific.
On this dateIn 1471, England's King Henry VI died in
the Tower of London.
In 1542, the Spanish explorer, Hernando
de Soto, died while searching for gold and
treasure along the Mississippi River.
In 1881, Clara Barton founded the
American Red Cross.
In 1927, Charles Lindbergh reached
Paris, completing the first solo flight
across the Atlantic.
In 1948, President Harry Truman sent
Congress a special message proposing
statehood for Alaska.
In 1967, more than 300 persons died in a
department store fire in Brussels,
Belgium.
Ten years ago: The government of
Colombia decreed a nationwide state of
siege following widespread student disorders.
Five years ago: It was announced that
217 Americans had been killed in one week
in fighting in Indochina, making it the
highest toll in nine months.
One year ago: The government of
Thailand resigned, seven months after
being swept into power by a bloody student
rebellion that had overthrown a military
regime.
Today's birthdays: Actor Robert Montgomery is 71. Novelist Harold Robbins is
59.
Thought for today: Fear makes the wolf
bigger than he is.-A German saying.
Bicentennial footnote: It was 200 years
ago today that there was military action at
Grape Island, Mass., in the early days of
the American revolution.

-

The Family Lawyer

Swearing On Telephone
At frequent intervals, terribletempered Gerald would swear at
the operators in the local telephone office. Warned to cease
and desist, he paid no attention.
Finally the company disconnected his service. Gerald, angrier
than ever, went to court to demand damages.
"This is censorship," he charged
at the hearing. "A little profanity
just happens to come natural to
me. They have to make some at
lowance for human nature."
But the court ruled that Gerald
had no claim. The court said a
telephone company has the power
to impose reasonable restrictions,

other case also involved a subscriber who had used purple language to an operator.
But this time, after the man received a warning from the company, he had not repeated the
offense. Only later, as an afterthought, did the company cut off
his service.
A court ruled that in this situation, the company had acted in an
arbitrary and unlawful manner.
The judge said the subscriber wa3
entitled to a fair chance to "mend
his ways before being deprived of
su,h as a ban on profanity, in the this most convenient means of
communication."
use of its facilities.
In a third case, a woman's teleHov.ever, these restrictions
must indeed be reasonable. An- phone was disconnected because

-said the company—she had refused to(pay her bill. It turned
out, however, that there was a
bona fide dispute as to how much
money she really owed.
A court, again invoking basic
fairness, held that the company
could indeed be assessed for the
harm done, since this was no way
to settle an honest argument.
There would have been plenty of
time, the court felt, to cut off service after the rights and wrongs
of the argument had been ironed
out.

A public service feature of the
American Bar Association and
the Kentucky Bar Assn. Written by Will Bernard.

Let's Stay Well

By-Pass Operation Holds
Greater Risk For Women
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
By-pass surgery on the heart
to improve its circulation carries
a much higher risk for women
than for men. In fact, the death
rate for coronary artery surgery
in women is approximately
twice as high as for men.
At the Texas Heart Institute, a
study was made by Mahdi AlBassam, M.D., of 3,965 patients
who had surgery between 1969
and 1974. He reported at a recent
meeting of the American College
of Cardiology that the women
patients (a total of 5301 among
the group had an early mortality
, rate o(9.2 per cent following coronary surgery, compared to only
t8 per cent for men. Medical
World News Magazine carried a
summary report of his findings.
Risk factors were carefully
analyzed by Dr. Al-Bassam, and
he found that the women pa-

tery disease. according him it is
(rents had:
usually more "severe and
per
(21
mellitus
Diabetes
1.
cent against 9 per cent for men) diffuse."
Q: Mr. KS. asks for comment
2. High blood pressure (five
the physician who appears
about
common)
more
times
3. Angina pectoris (twice as to disregard the inconvenience
common before a heart attack) of keeping his patients waiting
4. A recent heart attack (inci- long past appointment time.
A. Many physicians are overdence twice as high)
5. Electocardiographic loaded with a heavy practice.
changes in heart muscle (almost Nevertheless, if they give
specific appointments, every.
twice as high)
The incidence of heart attacks effort should be made to keep
is much higher in men than in them as scheduled. If some
women, but the death rate from emergency or other cause of
having an attack is significantly delay takes place, the office
nurse should explain the situahigher among women.
The reasons ,for these tion. Such thoughtfulness is the
differences are probaply the courteous thing to do and will
same as those found by Dr. Al- help to lessen discontent among
Bassam to cause by-pass surgery waiting patients. Some may Wish
to be such a greater tisk for to arrange later 'appointments
women as compared to men. rather than wait. Why don't you
When women have coronary ar- confront your physician and dis-

BLASINGAME
cuss the matter? e should appreciate your doing so.
Q Mrs. L. E asks what causes
variations in the amount of gas
in the intestinal tract.
A: Some gas is normally present in the stomach and colon
(large intestine) but not in the
small intestine.Some foods form
more gas than others. A considerable amount of air is
swalloWed, especially when a
person is tense and nervous.
Also, tension and nervousni increase the spasm in the muscles
M the intestinal wall and may
cause some discomfort or
cramping. By avoiding certain
foods and lessening stress, proPlemS with gas may -be controlled.
If not. you may need to see your
physician. •
pri si fluoav
Inv

•
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ORANGE JUICE...1201.3r
Frosty Acres

STRAWBERRIES!!7:3/$1'

Store Hours:
8 a. m. to 9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
Open Noon Sundays

Frosty Whip

TOPPING -_414„,ket.

Prices Good
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512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
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Frosty Acres

Cheese-Salami-Hamburger-Pepperoni
Fox Deluxe

May 27th
We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

PIZZA
We will Be Open
Memorial Day

ierved
4ay 15

131/2 oz

794

Byrons Sandwich or Tray

We Accept
Food Stamps

B-B-Q
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8 oz.
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Kraft

Fields Finest

BACON

lb $1 29

Bush Chopped

MUSTARD

25 oz.

279

Golden Bake Hamburger or Hot Dog

394 KRAUT

5/sP° BUNS

10 oz.

Pride Of Illinois Early June

89' M/MALLOWS.1. 49' SHORTENING
PEAS
18. 294
SAUCE
794 ARGARINE 59(
TUNA
MIRACLE WHIP 99'
— Produce
PORK 'N Beans 5/s1 Dry
494 LEMONS
TOWELS
White
SLAW
lb $149 HOMINY
LIGHTER
Bc
49'
994
PAPER PLATES...594 ORANGES.
PUNCH
31b. $129

29'

17 oz.

. Reg. or All Beef

Kraft Bar-be-cue Romano Cheese

Blue Bonnet

Swift Brown & Serve Link

SAUSAGE

39°

Richtex

Kraft Jet Puff

Field's

WIENERS

29 SUGlitt

Chicken of the Sea Light Chunk

1 lb

8 oz pkg

32 oz.

2oz.
1
6/
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31b $265

doz. in bag

Jumbo Roll

Swift Proten Round

STEAK
CHARCOAL

10 lb

Florida

Hawaiian

. doz. in bag

6 pkg.$ oz $129
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Maxwell House
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10 oz. bag 254

Gulf Charcoal

14/
2oz. 5/$100
1
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1IL

59c I

18 oz.
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-75
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-Johnson Coupon
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Johnsons Coupon
Town House

Inslant Coffee
I
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Crackers

Folger's

6 oz.
with coupon

With this coupon, one customer per family Coupon Expire
3-75
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Grevey Paces Wildcat
Seniors Over Cardinals
the Top 10 teams in The Associated Press basketball poll. And
both made it to the NCAA finals. Kentucky lost in the national championship tilt to
UCLA, the team that beat the
Cardinals in the semi-finals.
-We'd like to play them •
again, but I don't know if the
result would be different,"
Bridgeman added.
Kevin Grevey scored 31
points and pulled down 15
febounds4to read the Wildcat.
seniors to the -Viefory, and
Bridgeman led the Cards' with
27. Kentucky opened an 11-point
lead in the first six minutes
and never trailed, but Louisville closed to within two points
late in the game.
"No doubt about it," said
Kentucky's Mike Flynn. "That
Louisville has a great team. I
felt all year long that there
were four super teams —
Louisville, UCLA, Indiana and

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
"If we won, I guess you could
have said we were the best.
Since they won, a lot of their
people will say they are the
best."
Those comments were made
Tuesday night by Junior
Bridgeman of Louisville after a
Cardinal team composed of
seniors fell to University of
Kentucky seniors 84-75 in an exhibition basketball game.
Scidgeman :said he felt the
result of the game dicribrdecide the question that was
asked in the 1974-75 college
basketball season by thousands
of roundball fans in Kentucky.
That question was: Which team
was better, Louisville or
Kentucky?
Both finished the season in

Bowling

Standings
Lathes Friday Morning
Summer Bowling League
Team
3
Smiths Poultry
3
Crawfords Shell Station
Don's Auto Repair
3
D& D Body Shop
1
Shirley's Garden Center
1
Palace Cafe
1
Corvette Lanes
1
Jones Iron & Metal
Game
I
Team
SC
_ High
Smith's Poultry
Shirley's Garden Center
Smith's Poultry
High Team Game BC
Smith's Poultry.
Smith's Poultry
--Crawford's Shell Station
High Team Series SC
Smith's Poultry
,Shirley's Garden Center
Crawfords Shell Station
High Team Series iliC)
Smith's Poultry
Crawfords Shell Station
Shirley's Garden Center
High Ind. Game(SC1
Mary Smith
hlthelene MeCallon
Mary Smith
High Ind. Game IBC)
Jean Bland
Ethelene MeCallon
Mary Smith
High Ind. Series I SC
Mary Smith
Ethelene McCallon
Jean Bland
High Ind. Series HC
Ethelene MeCallon
Jean Bland
Mary Smith
High Averages
Mary Smith
Ethelene McCabe
Jean Bland
Debbie Coleman
Jeanette Williams
Nancy Todd
Betuida Higgins
Judy Hale
Joan Herndon

Jam McClure

1
1
1
3
3
3
3
539
531

528
771

760
755

1565
1513
1471
2161
2188
2172
186
176
176
219
218
212
529
479
450
605
603
601
176
159
150
146
145
126
137
137
135
133

He too was asked if the game
settled the question once and
for all.
"All it shows is that on any
given night that any,team can
beat another," replied Flynn.
"If we played again the result
might be different."
Bob Guyette scored 22 points
for Kentucky, and Allen Murphy tossed in 19 for Louisville.
CHANGE TO NIGHT
ALBUQUERQUE ( AP) —
Expansion of the University of
New Mexico football stadium
will be completed in time to
permit some 1975 season games
to be played at night. University officials had announced
earlier that all six home games
would be played in the afternoon.
Contractors have assured athletic department officials that
the Fresno State, Colorado
State and Arizona State games
in September and October can
be played at night.
The first day game will be
Oct. 18 against Utah. Other
home afternoon contests will be
against Texas-El Paso and
Wyoming.
Frank Robinson's first at-bat
as manager of the Cleveland
Indians resulted in a home rim.

Circuit Court
Clerk
Democratic Primary May 27, 1975

Paid Political Advertisement
by Dwane Jones

It%

Namath Leaning Toward
World Football League

(MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES)

PORI

111

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) —
Free-agent quarterback Joe
Namath says he is leaning toward the World Football
League's $4 million offer, which
he describes as more than fair.
But leaning does not mean
falling, and Namath said Tuesday he still doesn't know which
way he'll go.
His other opticins are retirement from the game or acceptance of the New York Jets' reported million-dollar offer to reenlist with the National Football League team.
Namath, who played out his
his
—
Rick
MacLeish
one by
option with the Jets last season,
11th of the playoffs — knocked
took time out from a Tuesday
out starting Buffalo goalie Ger- round of golf
to comment:
ry Desjardins.
"I want to play football, and
Desjardins was replaced by
I'll play with Chicago if things
veteran Roger Crozier in the
work out. The people in the
nets at the start of the second
WFL have about got me conperiod and Crozier played
vinced it's going to work.
strongly the rest of the way.
"I hope the league does survive, because it creates more
LIONS TO PLAY BUCKEYES
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. jobs and entertainment. There
(AP) — Penn State's 1975 foot- are a lot of fine players who
ball schedule is a bit on the don't have the opportunity to
rugged side when you consider play now."
If he jumps to the yearling
the Nittany Lions take on the
strong Ohio State Buckeyes in WFL, Namath would be signed
Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 20. Penn by the Chicago Winds.
State opens the previous week
Winds owner Eugene Pullano
at home against Stanford.
held his first toe-to-toe meeting
Other home games for the with Namath Monday night in
Nittany Lions are against Ken- what WFL President Chris
tucky, West Virginia, Army,
Hemmeter described as a big
North Carolina State and
Tempe. The regular season step that would tell the WFI,
whether it had landed the talends Nov. 22 in Pittsburgh.
ented performer.
Namath said he met with
Dave Kingman of the New
York Mets hit three home runs Pullano "and we talked a bit.
the first week of the National We are in negotiations over the
League season. He was obtain- contract. It's an interesting
ed this spring from the San contract. I'm pleased that
they're interested, and I hope it
Francisco Giants.

works out.
"Money at this stage is not
the main consideration."
Hemmeter said Monday in

Pitcher Of Month
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) —
Don Sutton's fast start this season, with a 4-1 record and 1.96
earned run average in April,
earned the Los Angeles Dodgers' pitcher the National
League Pitcher of the Month
award, the league announced
today.
"My approach this year was
to prepare myself before spring
training so that I could sharpen
my skills in Florida in preparation for the season," said Sutton. "That's what spring training is all about."
A panel of baseball writers
and broadcasters voted Sutton
the award by a 21-18 margin
over Atlanta's Carl Morton.
Andy Messersmith of the Dodgers was third with 12 votes, followed by Woodie Fryman of
Montreal, Steve Stone of Chicago and Randy Jones of San
Diego.

Sabres Rally To Post
Win Over Flyers, 5-4
said he was too tired to take a
shower."If I had a beer right
now, I'd pass out," he said.
But there was a smile on his
face; the effort had been worth
it. The 5-4 overtime triumph
over the Flyers had cut Philadelphia's lead to 2-1 in the bestof-seven game National Hockey
League championship series
and had given the Sabres some
breathing room in the heavy
Buffalo air.
"We had to win this one.
Your body is tired, but your
mind keeps you going," said
Sabres' forward Jim Lorentz.
"We had to give 110 per cent
.
4Corab said.
and we did,"
It wasn't easy. The heat and
humidity had made playing
conditions unbearable. A fog
descended on the Memorial Auditorium surface and frequently
forced play to halt. Beyond
that, the teams were tied 4-4
after the regulation three periods and had to work overtime
A Summer Basketball League until Rene Robert's 20-foot slap
will be held this summer at the shot ended the action at 18:29
of overtime.
Murray City Park.
There will be a maximum of "Gil I Perreault) passed the
12 teams with a limited roster of puck into the corner and it
bounced just right," said Robeight players on each team.
An entry fee of $45 must be ert, who picked up the carom
piad by May 30. The first 12 and blasted before Parent could
teams to contact the Park Of- get set. The goalie didn't see
fice will be accepted into the the puck until it was too late.
"When Perreault shot it in
league.
League play will begin either from the red line, I couldn't see
who faced 46
the first or second week of June. it," said Parent,
than the Saless
one
only
shots,
by
in
turned
be
must
The-roster
in their
totaled
had
bres
the first game and there can not
"By the time I
be any additions made on the first two losses.
did see it, I didn't have time to
roster.
it went
Among the highlights of the get set. Robert shot, and
All-Star
an
summer league are:
the Flyers would
game, a league tournament, It appeared
cruise to their third straight
individual honors for the season
victory of the series when Gary
and a free pizza for the high
Dornhoefer scored after just 39
scorer each night.
and Don Saleski made
seconds
Also this summer at the park,
it 2-0 at 3:09. These goals and
a Summer Basketball Clinic
will be held beginning on June 9.
Registration begins June 2.
Ages for the instructional
program are nine through 12. A
fee of five dollars per child wili 2.0=4C:m=mgm=wX•0•042•00C•C
be required.
'By The Associated Press

By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
BUFFALO (AP) — It had
been a long day, hot and humid
— definitely not hockey weather. But long after midnight,
some 12 hours after their light
pre-game skate Tuesday, the
Buffalo Sabres didn't seem to
mind.
They had beaten the Philadelphia Flyers for the first time
in 15 games, dating back to
March 28, 1973. They had beaten Flyers goalie Bernie Parent
for the first time in their fiveyear history. They had come
from behind three times to do
it.
Defenseman Jerry Korab

Summer Cage
League To Be
At City Park

Welcome
Governor Carroll
Home

Carroll for Governor
CARSON PARK FAIRGROUNDS

5:30 P. M. May 24th

FREE Entertainment
DON CROSS M. C.

The Hallmarks - The Living Way
Buford Trio

FREE EATS and DRINKS
There will be 'seats designated for Calloway Countians
Paid for by Calloway County Campaign for Julian Carroll,Sid Easley Treas.

Wes
Oakland

15 .583
20 16 .556
1
Texas
20 18 .526 2
Cal iforni
City 20 19 .513 21,2
Kansa
16 17 .485 31'2
Min
a
15 20 A29 5/
2
1
fcago
Tuesday's Results
Boston 7, Oakland 0
\New York 6, Kansas City 0
Milwaukee 7, Texas 6, 10 in
flings
Detroit 5, Minnesota 3
Baltimore at Chicago, ppd
rain
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
at
Oakland (Holtman 34
Boston (Cleveland 2 2), (n
California (Tanana 2 1) at
Cleveland (Kern 0-0), (n)
Kansas City (Leonard 1-11 at
New York (Medich 3-6), (n)
Texas (Hargen 3.2 or Wright
0-2) at Milwaukee (Champion 5
2), (n)
Detroit (Ruhle 3-1) at Min
nesota (Albury 2-2), (n)
Baltimore (Palmer 6-2) at
Chicago (Osteen 1-3) In )
Thursday's Games
Texas at Milwaukee
California at Boston, (n)
Baltimore at Chicago, (n)
Only games scheduled

BR78-13

AR78-13

DR78-14
ER78-14
FR78-14
HR78-14
JR78-14
GR78-15

RAIN CHECK — If we sell out of your size we will
issue you a rain check, assuring future delivery
at the advertised price.

HR78-15
LR78-15

Sale Endslasesday NightlUa 27

Hughes, Da
Kiel, Mary
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Siemanowsk
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r•
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For

Cruse, Gael
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Petersen, (
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offour tires

FITS MODELS OF

REGULAR
PRICE

Vega, Pinto, Gremlin, Colt, Falcon, Toyota
IL others
Vega, Colt, Dart, Pinto, Falcon, Mustang
& others
Gremlin, Hornet, Javelin, Valiant, Duster,
Barracuda, Maverick & others
Matador, Ambassador. Nova. Chevelle, Camaro,
Dart, Mustang, Cougar & others
Torino, Ambassador, Camaro, Cutlass, Chevelle.
Challenger, Roadrunner, Charger J. others
Matador Wagon, 3Dortwagon, Vista Cruiser,
LeMans Wagon, Charger Wagon a others

$60.85
$65.20
$67.85
$69.00
$74.55
$83.75
$87.80
$79.80
$85.75
$92.85

Chevrolet Wagon, Olds 96, Pontiac Wagon,
Chrysler Town and Country Wagon
Chevrolet, Polara, Calazie, Monterey, Fury,
Catalina A others
Buick, Chrysler, Dodge, Ford, Olds,
Pontiac
Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet wagon, Plymouth,
Pontiac & Lincoln Continental
PIUS

25% OFF
$45.63
$48.90
$50.88
$51.75
$55.91
$62.81
$65.85
$59.85
$64.31
$69.63

$2.02 to $3.46 F.E.T. per tire and old tire.

GOODAEAR

• Cash • Our Ohm Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • American Express
Money Card • Diners Club • Carte Blanche
• BankAmericard

Goodyear Service Stores.
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price. Prices As Shown At

Engine Tune-Up

$3295
.0

3' 2
4
7
7'

Add $4 tor 3 cyl
$2 for air cond.

• With electronic equipment our
professionals fine-tune your engine, installing new points, plugs
A condenser • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine for maximum gas mileage • Includes Datsun, Toyota. VW A light trucks

Lube and Oil Front-End
Alignment
Change
• Complete chassis lubrication
& oil change
• Helps ensure longer wearing
parts & smooth, quiet

• Complete analysis and align-

• Please phone for appointment

ment correction—to increase tire
mileage and improve steering
safety • Precision equipment,
used by experienced professionals, helps ensure a precision

• Includes light trucks

alignment

performance

$ 88
Up to 5 ots
of major brand
multl.grade oil

5
5

Si

88
Any U.S. nude
car — Parts
extra only
If needed

6
11

Eteci

Atlanta 9, Montreal 4
New York 6, Cincinnati 2

Houston 4, Philadeltihia 2
San Diego 5, St. Louis 2
Chicago 2, Los Angeles 1
San Francisco 12, Pittsburgh
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh ( KiSon 3 1) at San
Francisco (Montefusco 2 2)
Montreal (Renko 0 11 at At
lanta (Niekro -2 4), n
New York (Seaver 5.3) at
Cincinnati (Bellingham 3-3), n
Philadelphia (Twitchell 3-4)
at Houston (Dierker 441, n •
St Louis (Gibson 1 3) at San
Diego (McIntosh. 4-2).
Chicago (Stone 5 04tat 'Los
Angeles (Messersmith 601,
.
Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh at San Diego. is
Chicago at LOS Angeles. n
Orly games scheduled

Derringtor

7 Ways to Buy

•

2' 7

-These Goodyear steel belted radials (1) save money, (2) use less
fuel, (3) provide longer mileage,
and (4) help conserve America's
resources. Now is the time to buy
these Custom Polysteel Radial
tires that are original equipment
on many 1975 new cars. Sale
prices remain in effect through
Tuesday night May 27.

Cathey, my

Loyd B. Arnold

$92

WHITEWALL
SIZE

Brown, Ter

Allegretti

F
OF
%
25
saves6o to per set

American League
East
W L Pct. GB
20 13 .606
Milwaukee
17 15 .531
2I.'2
Boston
16 16 .500
Detroit
.
,
'
5
"
—
L
4
19
15
Baltimore
15 20 ,,,424 6
New York
7
.394
13
Cleveland

GB

••••11•01{m-

RADIAL

44,000 MILE
"CUSTOM POLYSTEEEEL"
RADIALS

Mu:

White, Ric

LIST SIX HOME GAMES
MORGANTOWN,W.Va.(AP)
— West Virginia's football team
will play 11 games next fall, six
of them at home. The Mountaineers open the season Sept.
13 with a home game against
Temple. The season will end
against another Eastern opponent, Syracuse on the road on
Nov. 22.
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Standings

By The Associated Press
National League
East
W L Pct
22 13 629
Chicago
16 556
20
Philphia
17 15 531
Pittsburgh
16 15 516
New York
13 18 419
Montreal
14 20 412
St. Louis
West
Angeles 25 15 625
Los
20 20 500
Cincinnati
19 19 500
San Diego
18 19 486
S Francisco
19 21 475
Atlanta
15 27 .357
uSiOn
Tuesday's Results

Birmingham that the 40-page
contract was virtually complete, but Namath wanted some
additional things that represented both substantial money
and substantial performance.
He did not elaborate.
"It's possible to stay in football after I quit playing," Namath said, adding that wherever
he goes, without further injuries to his fragile knees, he
could play "at least three more
years in good style."
The WFL offer calls for three
playing years and $100,000 a
year for 20 years thereafter.
Hemmeter said Monday that
the WFL would know Tuesday
if Namath was in the fold, but
it would be a while before the
decision would be made public.

SEE THE INDY RACE ON TV
ABC network,8:30-10:30 (E.D.S:f.) Sunday, May 25

South12th

Phone 753-0595

Reg. Store Hours: Mon. & Fri. 7:30 to 8:00 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. 7:30 to 5:30

Cl
Paid foe

torney.,
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'Breds And LSU To Clash Friday
Oliver Will Probably Start On Mound For
Murray State In NCAA Tournament Debut
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Murray State:
47 game 1975 Hitting Statistics (minimi.a of 18 game ,ppearances)
G

AS

R

H

R81

28

38

MR

SO

88

S8

Awe.

Brown, Terry

37

119-

31

38

28

7

0

1

7

25

4- 4

.319

Cathey, Mike

18

33

13

7

3

1

0

1

S

S

0- 0

.212

Derrington, Don

26

62

16

24

24

4

0

O

9

17

0- 0

.387

Hughes, David

44

130

42

39

14

9

1

2

10

33

10-10

.300

Kiel, Marvin

19

42

9

12

13

1

0

O

6

8

1- 1

.286

Mantooth, Bob

28

72

20

19

16

2

0

2

10

18

1- 3

.264

Perconte, Jack

47

155

69

64

SO

.17

6

5

16

46

30-31

.413

Siemanowski, John

46

151

52

58

40

10

0

7

21

34

6- 7

.384

Sias, Mike

18

64

10

20

6

5

0

2

6

1

0- 0

.313

Steuber, Gene

38

105

13

32

23

5

0

3

25

31

0-3

.305

Walker, Don

43

132

28

49

53

8

2

6

9

26

1- 2

.371

White, Richie

31

89

27

20

8

4

1

O

14

32

2-

.225

10-11

.419

68-79
28-37

.338
.223

Wurth, Leon

47

160

55

67

51

10

4

S

18

Team
Opponents

47
47

1360
1308

406
162

459
292

355
135

85
44

14
3

34
1

306

319
196

ny MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
What's more important, good
pitching or powerful hitting?
The answer to that question
will come for the Murray State
Thoroughbreds this weekend as

G

IP
.37

Allegretti. Richard

(animus of 3 appearances)

88

H

28

38

HR

R

ER

ERA

W

L

23

26

38

8

0

0

23

12

2.95

4

1

5

4

0

St. CG

ShO

Brown, Terry

4

18+

15

6

14

1

0

0

3

3

1.47

3

0

2

2

1

Cruse,

5

18

20

18

13

1

0

2

14

7

3.50

2

0

3

1

0

_JDOEhrsa, Scott

4

20+

15

17

24

4

0

4

M14

12

5.31

2

1

3

2

0

Oliver, Randy

11

71+

69

24

47

7

2

2

22

18

2.27

9

1

11

7

Pearson, Dana

7

41

40

34

33

3

0

1

19

10

2.20

4

1

6

S

0

Petersen, Glenn

7

28

35

17

16

4

0

0

5

4

1.29

5

0

3

3

3

12

86+

70

42

71

8

1

4

40

34

3.54

9

2

12

8

1

Sins, Hike

Warriors Rally To Get
Close Win Over Bullets
By ERIC PREWITT
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
The Golden State Warriors did
it again the hard way.
"I'd hate to go through a full
season of games like this,"

Coach Al Attles said Tuesday
night after his team survived
the frantic final seconds of a
92-91 victory over Washington
and took a 2-0 lead in the National Basketball Association
championship series
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Pitching has been the
question mark all season long
for Murray State. Earlier in the
season, during the 'Breds
record-breaking 22-game
winning streak, Murray was
playing every day.
And after watching the record
soar to 29-1, Murray just flat ran
out of hurlers and lost their next
three games. One of the top
pitchers from last year,
righthander Mark Wezet, would
have been a great help this
season but he was redshirted
because of an injury.
Even yet, the 'Breds will
carry a most respectable 40-7
record to Starkville. Florida
State has a 46-8 slate for the top
record while Miami is 43-12 and
I.SU is 40-14.
"In a short series like this,
you got to have pitching,"
Thoroughbred Coach John

'Bred Pitch g Stats
NUrray State - 1975 Pitchipg -Statistics

Christopher
Commonwealth Attorney
Democratic Primary May 27, 1975
Ron Christopher For Commonwealth AtPaid for by Campaign hand of
Box 577, Mveray, Ky. 42071
Treasurer,
Hurt,
Harold
forney,Mrs.

The Warriors, who won the
series opener after trailing
once by is points, came from
13 points behind in game No. 2.
"We try to lull them to
sleep," Attles joked, trying to
laugh off the tension of a fourth
quarter in which his team blew
an eight-point lead and finally
won on Rick Barry's two free
throws with 23 seconds remaining.
Golden State's latest improbable victory came in the Cow
Palace, an arena the team
hasn't used since 1971. Game
No. 4 is scheduled on the same
court Friday night.
"I never felt we were in the
clear. They're too good a
team," said the Bullets' Mike
Riordan who gave Washington
a 91-90 lead with a three-point
play 1:01 from the end, then
fouled Barry.
The Bullets, ,iyho went into
this best-of-seven series as
heavy favorites, called a time
out after Barry's free throws
and Coach K.C. Jones planned
a play to get the ball to Phil
Chenier, who had 30 points already.
"We played great defense in
those 23 seconds. We didn't let
them do what they wanted to
do," said Barry, who finished
the game with 36 points.
Chenier, hemmed in by Keith
Wilkes and Charles Johnson,
passed off to Riordan who tried
a 15-foot shot from the right
side over Barry with about five
seconds to go.
"I just blew the shot, that's
all," said Riordan.
Elvin Hayes took the rebound
after Riordan's missed shot and
hurried up another shot which
fell short.
The Warriors' George Johnson grabbed Hayes' missed
shot just before the final buzzer
sounded.
Then the 13,225 Warriors'
fans who filled the Cow Palace
sent up the loudest noise heard
in the cavernous building since
Republicans at the 1964 GOP
Convention cheered Barry
Goldwater irOo the path of a
Democratic'landslide.

they play in the Southern
Regional in the NCAA Baseball
Playoffs in Starkville, Miss.
As a team,. the 'Breds are
hitting .338, which ranks as the
best in the nation. But pitching,
that's a different story.
Play will open in Starkville at
5:30 p.m. Friday with the
nation's top team, Florida
State, meeting Miami, which is
ranked seventh. Then at 8:30
p.m. the 'Breds will tangle with
Louisiana State University.

Bynum Sports
Top Record In
Softball Play
Bynum Construction Company is sporting a 6-0 record and
is the only unbeaten team in the
Men's Softball League this
season.
Playing in the second
division, Bynum has a one
game lead over Starks Brothers
Mobile Homes, which has a 5-1
record. Other records in
Division Two include: Perry
Construction Company 3-3,
Calloway Cubs 3-3, Wallace
Book Store 2-4 and Sykes
Plumbing Company 0-6.
Here are the team batting
averages in Division Two:
Bynum .417, Stark Brothers
Mobile Homes .649, Perry
Construction Company .430,
Calloway Cubs .387, Wallace
Book Store .405 and Sykes
Plumbing Company .235.

It's another strong showing for the western Kentucky area
in the State Golf Tournament.
After 18 holes of the 36-hole event in Fort Knox,
Madisonville and Owensboro are tied for the lead with 320.
Tied for second are Covington Catholic and Murray High's
Tigers, both four strokes oft the pace.
It's been six years since Murray High has been to the State
Tourney and the Tigers are sitting in great shape as tar as
being a strong contender for the title.
Other teams making the cutoff included Danville 325,
Mayfield 325, Marion County 327, Mason County 327,
Louisville Trinity 328. Louisville Doss 329, Lexington Henry
Clay 331 and Louisville Ballard 334.
For the past two years, Bowling Green has taken the state
golf title. The year before the first Bowling Green title,
Paducah Tilghman won the state crown.
For Murray High, Gary Sullivan and Lee Stewart paced
the way Tuesday as both golfers carded 79's. Rounding out
the scoring were Howard Boone with an 80 and Tim Philpot
with an 86.
Barry Wilson of Owensboro fired a first round score of 75
and is the leader in the tourney. Just off the pace is Jeff Boyd
of Mayfield who is three strokes back with a 78.
The final 18 holes of the team State Tourney are being
played today. Later this month, the top eight individuals
from all the Region Tourneys will compete for the individual
state golf title.
Murray High, which won the Regional, will have Lee
Stewart and Gary Sullivan in the individual State Tourney.

Catching duties will probably
has been having trouble lately
on the mound. According to be split between Mike Cathey
Reagan, Sims is suffering from and Gene Steuber. The spot in
elbow trouble and it's not known leftfield hasn't been determined
how much he will be able to yet.
"Whoever has the hottest bat
pitch at Starkville.
If Murray should get by LSU will open in left. Right now, it
in the first contest, it will assure looks like Marvin Kiel,"
the 'Breds of playing at least Reagan said.
Murray has several other
two more games in the double
achievements on the national
elimination tourney.
Sophomore southpaw Dana level. Besides being ranked 12th
Pearson and freshman lef- in the nation and having two
thander Greg Cruise would be hitters in the top 15, here are a
the top contenders for the third few other accomplishments:
—Perconte has 17 doubles this
game starting assignment.
That is the third highest
looking
season.
"Cruse has been
awfully good the past month total in the country.
—Perconte is among the
and right now, I'd have to say
he'd probably be the starter the leaders in stolen bases, having
swiped 31 bags in 32 attempts.
third game," Reagan said.
One problem looms big over
—Walker, who is the leading
the 'Bred camp. Senior short- RBI man on the team, is
stop Leon Wurth has been averaging 1.23 runs batted in
suffering from a bad left hand per game. That figure ranks
and it has been hurting his seventh In the nation.
hitting. Wurth is hitting .419 on
—Murray's 22-game winning
the season and that mark ranks streak earlier in the season was
him 12th in the country.
the second-longest streak this
Teammate Jack Perconte is year. Oklahoma had the longest
hitting .413 and he is 14th in the string at 24.
nation.
Only the two first round
"Leon has a strain or a bruise games will be played Friday.
on the back part of his left On Saturday, there will be a full
hand," Reagan said.
day of baseball with games set
"It doesn't hurt his fielding for 2:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. and
any but it has slowed his bat 8:30. There will be two games, if
down considerably. He's still necessary to determine the
able to throw the ball as well as champion, on Sunday afalways."
terPoon.
Another player who is a
Florida State has to be conquestion is senior designated sidered the favorite to win the
hitter Don Derrington. He has tourney. Besides being ranked
been out much of the season number one in the country,
with bad legs and has been which really isn't that big of an
experiencing problems in the advantage, the Seminoles have
past few days.
the best pitching in the South.
The lineup for Murray will be
One pitcher for Florida State
basically the same. Don Walker is 14-0 while another is 13-1. So
at first, Perconte at second, Reagan and his Thoroughbreds
Wurth at short and Terry Brown are hoping that good hitting can
at third. David Hughes will beat good pitching. And if it can,
start in center with John then the next step would be the
Siemanowski in rightfield.
College World Series in Omaha.

Rudolph of Stark Brothers
has four homers while McMannis of the same team has
three. Stalls of Bymun Construction and Knees of Perry
Construction also have three
homers.

Ten
Soke
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In Division One, DennisonHunt and Jet-A-Marine are tied
for the lead. Both teams are
carrying 5-1 season records.
West Kentucky Cabinet is 3-3
while the Moose Lodge is 3-3.
Murray Merchants are 1-5 while
Herndon's is 0-6.
Team batting averages are as
follows: Dennison-Hunt .424,
Jet-A-Marine .422, West Kentucky Cabinet, .408, Moose
Lodge .366, Murray Merchants
.329 and Herndon's .309.

ON RICH
BRIM®

DELICI

OUS

DECAFFEINATED COFFEE

Optioned

CINCINNATI ( AP) — Third
baseman John Vukovich was
optioned to Indianapolis of the
Amerian Association and relief
pitcher Rawly Eastwick was
called up by the Cincinnati
Reds Tuesday night.
Vukovich 27, came in a trade
from the Milwaukee Brewers
Joins Express
last September. He went to bat
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) 38 times in
31 games and had
— Lineman Charles Hall of Tu- eight hits for a .211 batting - avlane University signed Tuesday erage this season.
as a defensive tackle with the
Eastwick, 24, a right-hander.
Jacksonville Express of the appeared in
13 games in relief
World Football League.
for Indianapolis this season.
-pounder,
260
Hall, a 6-foot-6
recording one victory ..and no
was a third-iound draft choice losses and an
earned-run averin
Saints
Orleans
of the New
age of 1.35. He appeared in
the National Football League.
eight games for the Reds last
The Express has now filled 14 September and
had two saves
-man
70
spots on an expected
and a 2.00 ERA.
roster.

A

Tleagan said.
"But I think we can play
them," Reagan added.
It has been nearly three
weeks since the 'Breds played
their last game. On the other
hand, Florida State and Miami
have been playing almost every
day during the past weeks..
"We can't use that as an
excuse," Reagan said. "It
would be better if we had been
playing all the time but it's just
one of those unfortunate things
in scheduling."
Reagan says he feels his team
won't have a great deal of
pressure on it.
"Our kids our excited about
going but so are the other
clubs," Reagan said.
"The only pressure is our
batting average. When you are
the top hitting team in the
country, it gives the opposing
pitchers a boost and they really
go out to get you."
Pitching.
That's the key word for
Murray and it looks as if the
burden of hurling the first game
will go to big southpaw Randy
Oliver.
Oliver has posted a 9-1 record
this season. He is a control
artist and a flame thrower.
Murray's other stalwart on the
mound is senior righthander
Mike Sims.
Sims is 9-2 on the season but

Tiger Golfers
Tied For Second
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Lee Wasn't Afraid Of
Green Monster In Left

Colonels Will Try To Wrap Up
Series With Home Win Thursday
By MIKE HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
AP) —
INDIANAPOLIS
Kentucky's Dan Issel, with a
quiet confidence, said, We
didn't figure to win it in four
games and they aren't going to
give up, but we'd sure like to
take it all at home."
The scene of the American
Basketball Association championship series between the
Colonels and the Indiana Pacers shifts to Louisville Thursday night for game No. 5, with
Kentucky leading 3-1.
But that one victory by the
three-time ABA champion Pacers didn't come until Monday
night when they appeared all
but dead. Somehow they survived for at least another day,
And, as the veteran Kentucky
forward said, they aren't giving
Up.

"We were in the same situation, down three games to
none, last year and I know how
we felt," Issel said. "We didn't
play well and they came out
clawing and hustling."
No team in the history of professional basketball has come
back from a 3-0 deficit to win a
best-of-seven series. But Indiana has come the closest, losing to Utah 4-3 last year after

dropping the first three games
in the ABA Western Division
finals.
It -seems an almost impossible task again this year,,since
Kentucky is 45-3 on its libme
court and would play two more
games in Freedom Hall if the
series went the full route.
One thing that Indiana had
going for it in its 94-86 victory
Monday was the resurgence of
veterans George McGinnis and
Billy Keller.
McGinnis was suffering from
an ankle injury that team trainer David Craig said would have
kept him on the bench anytime
but in the playoffs. He scored
22 points and grabbed 21
rebounds, shoring little effect
from the injury.
Keller had hit only six of 24
shots in the first three games,
but came up with eight of 20
Monday, including a three-point
goal that ignited Indiana's
fourth-period charge.
Neither coach was happy
with the way his team played
Monday and the sloppiness of
the game was reflected in the
shooting statistics. Indiana won
with a 40 per cent shooting average and Kentucky hit only 35
per cent.
If Indiana gets by the Cob -

Frances Wilson Shea

nets Thursday, game No. 6 is
scheduled here Saturday night.
Game No. 7, if necessary, is
back in Louisville Monday.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Who's afraid of the big, bad
Site Picked
Green Monster?. Not Bill 1.et. - The renowned left field wall
TUCSON, Ariz. (API — The
at Fenway Park usually strikes
1975 Association of Interfear into the hearts of leftcollegiate Athletics for Women
handed pitchers, but holds no
golf championship will be held
for the Boston southterrors
Club
Country
at Oro Valley
Low,
June 18 through 21.
The nonchalant left-hander
Officials from the host Unihad a good day Tuesday night
versity of Arizona said Tuesday
— a two-hit beauty that led the
the 72-hole tourney will be
Red Sox to a 7-0 victory over
played over a 6,250-yard, par 73
the Oakland A's. None of Oakcourse.
land's formidable right-handed
is
champion
Defending team
hitters reached the short wall
Rollins College of Winter Park,
— in fact none even came
individual
defending
Fla., and
close.
champ is Mary Budke of OreLee retired the first 13 batgon State. Sixty schools are enters before Sal Bando grounded
tered.
a 2-1 pitch just inside third
Recall Pitcher
base for a double. Lee then set
down 11 batters in a row before
SAN DIEGO ( AP) — The San
Angel Mangual got a bad-hop
Diego Padres have recalled
single leading off the ninth.
right-hander Larry Hardy from
tvieanwhile, Oakland's Vida
Hawaii of the Pacific Coast
Blue was having his usual probLeague and have optioned outFOOTBALL CHEERLEADERS CHOSEN — Lynn Erwin and Daisy
lems at the Boston park. The
fielder Gene Locklear to the
both of Murray, are among eight varsity cheerleaders
Chadwick,
General
left-handed Blue, a one-time Cy
same club, Padres'
Young winner with aleady eight
chosen at Murray State University for the football season next fall.
Manager Peter Bavasi said
victories under his belt this
Four men and four women were selected from tryouts held before
Tuesday night.
year, lost his fourth game in
the end of the spring semester on the campus. Cheerleaders will be
Hardy has a 1-0 record with a
in
be
early
to
held
tryouts
from
lifetime decisions at Fenseven
season
basketball
the
for
1.00 earned run average in 12
selected
way Park,
appearances for the Islanders.
the fall semester.
While Lee was performing his
pitching magic, his Boston
teammates were making baseLIMES)
It it 11 LEDGER
balls disappear over the fence.
Jim Rice, Tony Conigliaro and
Juan Benicinez belted home
runs to lead the Boston attack.
In the night's other American
League games, the New York
Yankees beat' the Kansas City
Royals 6-0; the Milwaukee
Brewers nipped the Texas
Rangers 7-6 in 10 innings and
the Minnesota Twins stopped
the Detroit Tigers 5-3. The Baltimore-Chicago game was postponed by rain.
Yankees 6, Royals 0
Pat Dobson checked Kansas
City on six singles, Roy White
collected a triple, double and
two singles and Graig Nettles
homered and tripled as New
York blanked the Royals.
Dobson, 3-5, walked two and
for
teammates
mer
Cardinal
the season in the fourth inning.
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
out two in gaining his
struck
"I'm not a home run hitter,"
Sutton, 7-3, took the loss de- the first time, settled down first triumph since April 26 and
the
in
2-0
behind
fallfng
after
says Atlanta's Vic Correll, spite striking out 11 and allowsnapping a personal three-game
first inning.
who'll have a hard time mak- ing only five hits.
losing streak.
been
had
who
Cards,
The
pitchers
2
League
ing National
Mets 6, Reds
Brewers 7, Rangers
hits
three
of
total
a
on
out
shut
believe it.
Joe Ton-es two-run homer.
Scott tripled home the
George
scored
games,
two
180-pound his first in a New York uni- in their last
5-foot-10,
The
tying run in the bottom of the
openthe
in
hits
four
on
twice
catcher walloped his eighth form, capped a four-run fifth
10th inning and scored on Mike
home run of the season as,the inning and Jerry Koosman ing inning before Foster took Hegan's grounder as MilBraves defeated the Montreal combined with Bob Apodaca to command.
Expos 9-4 Tuesday night. It was clinch a six-hitter. Rusty Staub
no ordinary home run. For one drilled a two-out two-run double
thing, it was a grand slam. For to start the scoring against Don
another, it tied him with team- Gullett and Torre followed with
mate Dusty Baker, Phila- his home run.
delphia's Greg Luzinski, HousAstros 4, Phillies 2
ton's Bob Watson and San
Cesar Cedeno walked leading
Diego's Dave Winfield for the off the eighth inning and came
league home run lead.
all the way home with the tieElsewhere, the Chicago Cubs breaking run on Bob Watson's
edged the Los Angeles Dodgers long single to right-center off
2-1, the New York Mets whip- Phils' relief ace Tug McGraw.
ped the Cincinnati Reds 6-2, the The Astros added an insurance
Houston Astros downed the run on Doug Rader's RBI
Philadelphia Phillies 4-2, the single.
San Francisco Giantt trimmed
The Phillies tied the score in
the Pittsburgh Pirates 12-4 and the top of the inning on Dave
the San Diego Padres beat the Cash's infield single with the
St. Louis Cardinals 5-2.
bases loaded but Dick Allen
In addition to his grand slam, was tagged out to cut the rally
which broke open a tight 5-4 short when he overslid second
game in the eighth inning, Cor- base.
rell drove in a fifth run with a
Giants 12, Pirates 4
third-inning single while Baker
Ed Halicki, making his first
smashed a three-run homer, his start since being recalled from
- the minors, pitched six strong
eighth. Gary Carter hit a two
run shot for Montreal.
innings and the Giants backed
Cubs 2, Dodgers 1
him with a 16-hit attack, inBill Bonham pitched a two- cluding five runs in the third
hitter and the Cubs scored inning. Halicki struck out
twice off Don Sutton in the first eight while Von Joshua and
inning on a run-scoring double Willie Montanez homered.
by Bill Madlock and an RBI
Padres 5, Cardinals 2
grounder by Adrian Garrett.
Dave Winfield drove in three
One of the hits off Bonham was runs with a double and homer
Lee lacy's second home run of and Alan Foster, facing his for-

SPORTS

Correll Slams Another
Homer, Tied For Lead

The Circuit Court Clerk maintains the office of record for all legal documents that
attorneys present to the Circuit Judge, Le.
adoptions, divorces, lawsuits in excess of
$500, competency hearings, and all
criminal cases that are brought before the
Circuit Judge. The Circuit Court Clerk also
serves with the Circuit Judge during the
trials of the Circuit Court. In addition to
these duties, the Clerk is responsible for
the issuance of drivers licenses, boat
licenses and identification cards. The Circuit Court is responsible for the proper
accounting of all fees and records subject
to guidelines set forth by the Commonwealth of Kentucky

ti

This Is
One job
Where
Experience
Really
Counts
Elect

Frances Wilson

SHEA
,

Circuit Court Clerk
This advertisement paid for by Frances Wilson Shea

single off reliever Jackie
Brown and scored on Scott's
triple as center fielder Davis
crashed latathe fence•trying ta
catch the drive.
Tigers 5, Twins 3
Rookie Dan Meyer's two-run
triple and a two-run double by
Bill Freehan sparked a five-run
Detroit sixth inning, leading the
Tigers and Mickey Lolich over
Minnesota. The outburst, aided
by three Minnesota errors,
came against Twins' righthander Dave Goltz, 2-4, who
The Murray High boy's tennis carried a one-hit shutout into
team ran its record to 9-1 for the the inning.
season by taking an easy 8-1 win
The portly 34-year-old Lolich
over Mayfield Tuesday af- pretty much abandoned his
ternoon. The matches, all pro once-famous fastball to pick up
sets, were played at the Murray his first victory since April 25
State Tennis Complex.
and boost his record to 4-3.
In the number one singles,
Mel Purcell took an easy 8-0 win
over Marc Barlow while at
number two, Kim Trevathan
won 8-4 over Greg Cook. The
only loss of the day for the
Tigers came in the third spot
where Mark Homra fell 8-3 to
Andy Stahr.
The number four singles
found Boyd Walker winning 8-5
over Emmerson Maddox while
at five, Kevin Ray won 8-2 over
Mark Stahr. In the sixth spot,
Brad Boone defeated Brian
Burnett 8-2.
In the doubles, Purcell and
Ray won 8-2 over Barlow and
Cook. At number two, PRIZE MONEY Plus TROPHIES
Got Tow Entry In Early
Trevathan and Homra whipped
Unlit 60 cars
Andy Stahr and Maddox 8-3
while in the number three C°""ci gal hitt** Ilitonshor for Entry alma
'Wry F.. S5.00
doubles, Walker and Craig
Shinners won a shutout match 7:30 p.m. Saturday May 31
over Mark Stahr and Burnett.
The boys and girls will both be
playing as the teams host St.
Mary at 3:30 p. m. Thursday at
the MSU Tennis Complex.

waukee rallied to defeat Texas.
Willie Davis' fourth home run
of the season leading off the top
of 10th had given the Rangers a
6-5 lead, but Bobby Mitchell
opened the Brewers' half with a

Tiger Netters
Get Win Over
Mayfield, 8-1

eavaa,/

atio -Wide

!DEMO,
$400

Calloway County
Fairgrounds

1,
co S10M 43(4
1-1;

Closed
Day
Sunder

Our Prices Start At $4.00 Sq. Foot.
30 Mile
x 12 Only 8376.00
Free Delivery
8112 Red Barn $52a.cio
We build all sizes & types of Portable Buildings with wood,
concrete, or dirt floors. Let us bid on your Lake Cottage, Boat
House and carports. Located on Hicks Cemetery Rd. off
Hwy. 121 South one mile South of Cherry Corner.

o
rr
For Governor

Come Join
Julian Carroll
And All His
1st District
Friends
At The Final Rally
Schedule Announced By Of The Campaign
WFL For Second Season Saturday May 24th
5:30 p.m.
Carson Park
Fairgrounds Paducah

NEWPORT BEACH, Calif.
The nWorld Football
League unveiled its schedule
for the 1975 season Tuesday, a
season which many people felt
would never come to pass.
After a trouble-plagued inaugural season in 1974 in which
league owners suffered multimillion dollar losses, the league
underwent a general reorganization for its second campaign,
which will begin on Saturday,
Aug. 2 following four weeks of
exhibitions
Eleven teams will play a
regular season schedule which
will last for 20 weeks, ending
on Dec. 13.
Unlike last season, when
games were played primarily
on Wednesday and Thursday
nights, the 1975 schedule calls
for all Saturday and Sunday
games except for one Friday
game in August.

( AP) —

Opening day, Saturday, Aug.
2, lists Chicago at Birmingham,
Hawaii at Philadelphia, Shreveport at San Antonio and Jacksonville at Memphis. The next
day, Portland opens at Southern California.
The league's other franchise,
Charlotte, begins play the following week, traveling to Memphis for a game on Saturday,
Aug. 9.
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Entertainment By The

Sign Contracts
HONOLULU (AP) — Tim
Delaney and Tim Boyer signed
contracts Tuesday, becoming
the first two players for the Hawaiians of.the World Friona:1i
League's 1975 season Velaney
was the WFL's leading pass receiVer last year with 89 reeeplions. Boyer, a wide receiver,
was with the Hawaiians most of
last season before being released

•Hallmarks
•Living Way
•Bill Buffoid Trio

•

Hi
P. Curtin, Jr., Treasurer
Paid for by: Carroll For Governor Committee • P.O. Box 1975, Franidort, Kentucky 4060.1 • William
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Hollenbach Hoping For 'Citizens
Revolt' At Polls On Next Tuesday

Hospital Dietary Depailment
Prepares 500 Meals Each Day'

Jackie
Scott's
Davis
Tleirter

two-run
ible by
lye-run
ling the
in over
aided
errors,
right4, who
iut into

I Lolich
ed his
pick up
kpril 25
1-3.

The thought of having to
prepare approximately 450-500
meals a day is staggering to
most people. Yet this is just part
of the daily routine. in the
Dietary Department at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
Dietary Department is under
the direction of Anne Flood,
Registered Dietitian. Working
closely with Mrs. Flood are
Roberta Ward, Assistant
Director, and Evon Towery and
Carrie Story, food service
supervisors. The department is
staffed by thirty full-time
employees, two part-time
employees, and three full-time'
coffee shop employees.

"cooked from scratch".
The work of the Dietary
Department does not end with
meal preparation. Meal trays
mast besuisembied to be sent to
the patients. As each tray is
prepared each patient's diet is
check again to ensure the food
he receives is compatible with
his individual preference and
diet order. When the trays are
prepared, they are placed on
the travaytor to go to each floor
in the acute hospital. As the
trays arrive at each floor,
Dietary personnel unload the
travaytor and nurse aides
distribute the meals to the
patients. Trays for patients in
In addition to preparing the ECF are transported on
meals for hospital patients, the trucks from the kitchen to the
Dietary Department also ECF facility.
prepares meals for patients in
To better understand what
the extended care facility, LPN
students, and others. Last year enormous job the Dietary
approximately 430 meals a day Department has, try to imagine
or a total of 156,997 meals were having to prepare three meals a
prepared and served by the day,365 days a year for a family
Dietary personnel: 125,921 of four in a kitchen designed to
hospital patient meals; 25,443 accommodate a family of two.
meals for extended care
facility; 3,629 LPN lunches; and
2,017 other meals. These do not
include the number of meals
served in the hospital coffee
shop, which the Dietary
Department also operates, or
the number of between meal
nourislunents served in both
hospital and ECF.
By GEORGE W. HACKETT

Further, imagine the additional
problems involved in planning
and preparing appetizing and
nutritional meals if each
member of Ile family of lour is
on a modified diet, with its
special restrictions such as no
salt, no sugar, no fat, or a
combination of these. The
Dietary Department daily faces
a comparable situation. The
hospital kitchen has designed to
accommodate
an
80-bed
facility.
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital presently has a
140-bed complement. According
to Mrs. Flood, "We are bulging
at the seams in the kitchen."
More floor space and more
equipment are the big needs of
the Dietary Department.

The Dietary Department of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is staffed by 30 full time employes, two part-time
and three coffee shop employes. The department prepares
approximately 500 meals each day.

Completion ..of the proposed
hospital building program will
help alleviate the need for floor
space in the Dietary Department. The plans for the
proposed hospital addition call
for increased space for the
Dietary Department.

All Newcomers In The Race For
Clerk-Of The Court Of Appeals

OPHIES

tery Monk

lay 31

rtY
Is

L. E. "Gene" Cline
rightfully entitled."
This is L. E. "Gene" Cline's
Calling attention to her experience, Mrs. Collins says it 12th year as clerk of Carter
has strengthened her belief Circuit Court at Grayson.
Cline, 39, is a past vice presi"that out political and governmental system can serve dent of the County Officials of
people like'you and me and our Kentucky and past president of
the Circuit Clerks Association
children..."
KELLY DAVID THOMPSON. of Kentucky.
After attending Morehead
Kelly David Thompson became familiar with the Court of State University and the KenAppeals' operation in 1974 while tucky School of Embalming,
serving as law clerk to one of Cline operated a funeral home
in Olive Hill, his hometown, but
the commissioners.
Before that, Thompson was a gave that up when elected cirtrial attorney for the Depart- cuit clerk.
He says there is only one isment University of Kentucky
sue in the race: "I am the only
School of Law.
The 27-year-old Bowling candidate who has the backGreen resident claims the ground and experience to merit
clerk's office has been abused the vote and support of the
"because politicians have been electorate."
Larry T. "Colonel" Freas
winning this office who have no
qualificatios nor desire to help
He's 28-years-old and the
the court."
mayor of Franklin but Larry T.
Thompson says, if elected, he "Colonel" Freas thinks it's
would appoint a media rela- time for him to make a change.
tions people. He also would
If elected Appellate Court
push for a separate Justice clerk, Frees promises to run
Building to house the court, the the office in an efficient manclerk's office and the bar asso- ner and "streamline office
ciation.
procedures to function m a
H. D. Bowen
most informative manner "
Frees, who attended Western
While serving as a lobbyist
for the Kentucky Career Em- Kentucky University, has held
ployees' Association, H. D.Bow a number of offices in the
changes are needed in the Ap- Franklin-Simpson Jaycees and
in 1971 was named one of the
pellate Clerk's job.
ployees' Association, H. D. Outstanding Young Men of
Bowen said he discovered America. He also was Franklin
changes are needed in the city clerk.
As mayor. Frees says he has
Appellate Clerk's job.
acquired -much experience in
A resident of Frankfort, he coping with individual and govattended Morehead State ernmental problems on a perTeachers and Indiana Univer- son-to-person basis"
sity before entering the insurance field. He also served president and board chairman of
Mime Veto fa
International Marketing Corp.,
a real estate holding company.
He currently is executive direcfee
tor of the employees' association.
Bowen claims his background
as a business executive would
Junior 4-H Camp for boys and
enable him to "give the taxpayers the service they are en- girls from Calloway, Marshall,
titled to in this most important and Graves Counties will be
held June 23-27 at the Dawson
office."
Springs 4-H Camp, according to
Paid political advertising paid for by the candidate
Fred L. Gillum, Calloway 4-H
Agent.
Features of the camp will be
swimming, archery, volleyball,
basketball, boating, crafts, etc.
Beginning classes will be held
for those who cannot swim.
which
The cost will be $20
includes three meals a day',
lodging for four nights, and
swimming two or three times a
day. A trained camp staff Will
be on hand to supervise and
teach all activities and adult
leaders will be in the cabins.
Transportation and insurance
will be paid by the 4-H Council.
The buses will leave the
Municipal Parking lot, across
from the County Extension
Office at nine a. m. on Monday,
June 23, and return Friday,
June 27, at three p. m. Campers
will need sheets and blanket or
sleeping bag, clothing, towels,
wash clothes, toilet articles, and
Reg. $1.49.
money for crafts and soft
AssEd. Colors.
drinks.
Gillum said junior members
Prices Good thru Saturday
should complete the form
mailed to them and mall it
shopping
u ray °Enter
:
:1
ight_ '
Open NBe
with a check for one
along
* Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
dollar to him at 209 Maple
Street, Murray. hy Thursday,
Hi-Rise
CI"
9.9104
s t'n
:
Mon
June 19. The remaining $19 Will
Wedge ... $8.90
paid
ca theday the group leaves
Sun. 14 '
be
for
us.
toknovv us; youll like

LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Jefferson County Judge Todd
Hollenbach says he is hoping
for a "citizens revolt" at the
polls next Tuesday.
Accusing his main opponent
tor the Ottawas& guternatorial nomination, Gov. Julian
Carroll, of being backed by
"big money" and "big politicians," Hollenbach said Tuesday he has taken his campaign
to the people. If he wins, he
said it will be a victor for "the
little folk, not the big machine."
Hollenbach said Carroll has
"perpetuated a fraud" on the
people of Kentucky by passing
himself off as "governor" when
he is the lieutenant governor
acting as governor.
Besides assuming the position
of incumbent, Hollenbach
charged that Carroll has refused to debate or to confront
his opponents on the issues,
saying there are no issues.
At a news conference in Lexington Tuesday, Hollenbach
lambasted Carroll's stand on
education.
He said now that his oppo-

James Campen Chapter
flans Saturday Meet
The Captain James Camper]
Chapter of the Kentucky Societ
of Sons of Revolution will meet
Saturday, May 24, at noon at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
for lunch and a business
session.
Anyone interested in meinbership is invited to attend and
for information may call John
Nance, president, or Brown
Tucker, secretary.

STANDARD LATEX
SEMI-GLOSS
1798
GALLON
For kitchen, bath, woodwork anywhere
or any walls that need washing often.
Dries in 30 minutes, spills and equipment clean up in soapy water. White
only at this price, custom colors higher

Washable flat finish for walls, ceilings.
One coat usually covers. Applies easily
with brush, roller or spray; won't drip;
won't leave lap marks. 48 colors or
white, custom colors higher

Junior Camp
Planned Week
Of June 23-27

•

-, ,
Looks like a flat' paint, SCrubs
like an enamel Use it in anN,,
room where children play
White; custom colors higher

Big Values in Paint
for Ceilings and Walls

SI

Get

inatiie state plaritffitg'," be 'ilSed
as sites for homes or industry..
Hollenbach also said Kentucky's reclamation laws arc
insufficient, and blamed inadequate reclamation on
ministrative interpretation" of
what could be done under the
law,

VVe're your local hardvVare merchant with
national chain buying power.,We buy for less,
can sell for less. Look'at these prices and see.
We own the factories that make Tru-Test
paint. We save and pass the savings on to you

*Honesty -::Courteous
*Business Man

OSUffliff

ta

passed by Congress but vetoed
by the president was the requirement that a strip mined
slope be returned to its original
contour.
He said the plateaus left aftei

MEMORIAL RAY*

Associated Press Writer
The quantity of food prepared
The four men and one woman
by the Dietary Department
becomes even more astounding seeking the Democratic nomiwhen one considers that not nation for clerk of the Court of
only must a variety of foods be Appeals share one thing in
prepared for regular diets but common: it's the first statewide political race for each.
also for modified diets.
The same situation prevails
Patients on a regular diet in
the acute hospital choose their in the Republican primary,
meals daily from a selective where Joseph E. Lambert, a
menu. The menu from, which Mt. Vernon attorney, is unoppatients may choose contains at posed for the nomination.
Basically, the clerk is responleast two meats, three
vegetables, two salads, two sible for receiving, filing and
plus
assorted maintaining records of Kendesserts
and tucky's highest court. The clerk
breads
homemade
also is empowered to swear in
beverages.
attorneys admitted to practice
The modified diets, such as before Appellate Court.
controlled salt and fat, as well
Here are the Democratic conas modified texture such as tenders:
ground or pureed, are all based
MARTHA LAYNE COLLINS.
on the selective menu. Entrees
A college graduate with eight
on the selective menu are years' teaching experience,
prepared according to the Martha Layne Collins also has
restrictions of the various been active in the political and
modified diets. This allows governmental precese on the lopatients on a restricted diet to cal, state and national levels.
also enjoy a wide variety of
She has served as Democratfoods.
ic National Committeewoman,
delegate to the National
The Dietary Department tries 'as a
the
to cook as much like home as Convention, as a member of
ExecuCentral
State
Kentucky
much as is possible. No precooked foods or mixes are used tive Committee, and was 6th
in meal preparation. Only top District chairwoman for Wenquality fresh, frozen, or canned dell Ford's gubernatorial priat
foods are used and every dish is mary campaign. She lives
Versailles.
Mrs. Collins, now 38, says she
is running because it is time
The
Houston -McDevitt
the public elect candidates "of
Clinic wishes to reassure
moral character,
excellent
Patients of Dr. Richard M.
thoroughly qualified, who are
Hutson that he will continue
practice in Murray and his
willing to make a personal sac'association with the Houston to serve the electorate in
rifice
McDevitt Clinic
the manner to which they are

Earl Tubers
Circuit Court
Clerk

nent is a candidate, he is showing concern on education after
being indifferent for 14 years.
"When he served in the legislature, there never was a significant piece of education legisiatien introduced," HoHenbach said.
The Judge said if elected he
would use funds returned to the
state from the coal severance
tax to upgrade eaucation. He
said Carroll's plan to use feelerrevenue sharing funds for
t purpose is "irresponsible
and unsound."
Hollenbach also said he
would prefer to see the current
legislation authorizing a severance tax be re-enacted, than
to allow counties to levy their
own tax on coal.
Carroll has come out in favor
of the latter method, the socalled franchise tax.
Hollenbach said he supports
"responsible national strip
mine legislation, but flexible
enough to not put Kentucky in
an unfair competititive cornpetion.
He said his chief concern
with the federal strip mine bill

CEILING WHITE LATEX
Flat sheen finish in bright white never
yellows. One coat coverage.

STANDARD INTERIOR LATEX
One coat usually covers, dries in 30
mm , washable Pastels, white

WEATHER-PROOF
YOUR BLACKTOP
THE EASY WAY!

TITE
CUM

41111

EXTERIOR 1-419

SATIN OR GLOSS LATEX HOUSE PAINT
ONLY $

PALLON
9

Supreme Latex House Paint-rich, low sheen finish that resists weather, smog,
. Easy-to-use For wood,,concrete, stuCCO,
tes624colors
ai n
sth
etcd vi
sn
It looks
Gloss Exterior Latex Dries
like an oil pairil, yet keeps its gloss 4 times longert
higher.
colors
Custom
White.
'fast Water clean-up.

Covers up to 300 sq n.4 times more than asphalt
emulsion types. Roll it on.
Dries in 2 hours. Water
clean-up. So easy to usel
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ELECT

J. D. DARNELL

Railroad Commissioner
FIRST

DISTRICT

Democratic Primary
.

YOUR

May

27, 1975

vorc

BE APPRECIATED

Political Advertising Paid for by the Candidate

H. Ed
Chrisman
Candidate for
re-election
Murray City council,
Ward A

Two years ago I aksed to be elected to the Murray City
Council because of my interest in the welfare and sound
growth of Murray and its residents. At that time my
promise was to be concerned and involved and to carry
out my responsibilities to the very best of my ability.
I believe my ctimmittements have been strongly in support of that promise and to ask for re-election on the
same promise.
Please seriously consider all Candidates for the council
and then select the twelve you feel will be the most effective as a City Council. Each eligible voter can select six
candidates from Ward A and six from Ward B regardless
of the ward in which you vote. Please vote and I will appreciate your support and confidence.
Ed Chrisman
Ward A - Position 3

•
)1
MURRAY Bel Air Center
MAYFIELD: On The Square
PADUCAH: Downtown 8 Crossroads
McKENZIE, TENN Shopping Plaza

State Preparing Management
System For Water Quality Funds

.70#4,44

Sample Ballot

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Ken- been studying each of the
tucky recently received $130,000 state's ten river basins to obtain
from the U. S. Environmental information needed for the
Protection Agency for water water quality management
Primary Eleccioa, Toesiay, May 27, 1975
pollution control. But, that's system.
Just a drop in the bucket.
Municipalities are being
Kentucky needs $4.2 billion in ranked regionally and then
apt*-24ValaltAlfAtt.A.46R- 4441114114Nisi**:
,sisAtedor.p
meet the requirements Of the need for federal grants to
1972 federal Water Pollution construct waste water control
Act, according to officials of the facilities. Those with the
division of water quality in the greatest need will receive the
Kentucky Department for federal grants first.
Natural Resources and EnAccording to Walter Martin,
vironmental Protection.
who is coordinating the basin
ILICTION
Congresa appropriated about studies for the division of water
M., 17,1975
$65 million for construction of quality, about 2,000 pages of
municipal waste treatment information will be organized
facilities in Kentucky during for computerization. AlterFor Girona
1975. Between $90 and $131 natives for controlling water
O.)
million will be appropriated in pollution in each river basin will
1976. With the huge amount of become more readily apparent
:money already appropriated when the information is
and the additional amount organized and reduced.
needed,state water officials are
Martin emphasizes that the
faced with the enormous and division of water quality will not
urgent task of funneling the make the final decisions on 'or Lieutenant eteversor
federal money to the local where the federal funds will go
,Aa for Om/
governments that need it the or how they will be used. "The
most. The task is urgent information will be presented to
because any of the money not the public and to elected ofobligated by the end of the 1967 ficials of various levels of
fiscal year will be redistributed government," Martin said."We
to other states.
are concentrating our efforts on
For Secretary of State
For several months, the gathering information and on
(vat* Trr Or)
water quality division has been reducing that information to a
developing a water quality size and format which the
management system to insure ultimate decision makers can
effective distribution of the
For Attorney General
federal money. The plan will
Information on the river
(vote tte Ofto
include using the recent $130,000 basins and the ranking of the
grant for a computerized municipalities within them will
system that will produce be explained at a series of
readily accessible information workshops scheduled for early
• Anditor of Public Woods
that will help determine where June.
,,ou Tor Or)
the federal funds should go.
A public hearing on the
For several months, con- management system, the insulting firms hired by the formation gathered and the
For State Trusartr
f9061 9ar Ow/
division of water quality have priority ranking for the entire
state will be held in late June.

'Health Career
MEMORIAL Day' Held At
WEEK SALE! Local Hospital

MISSES SPORTSWEAR

As one of the many activities
of National Hospital Week,
Tuesday, May 13, was
designated "Health Career
Day" at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and Convalescent Division. Guidance
counselors from the area were
invited to the hospital to discuss
allied health careers with
hospital personnel.

A luncheon was held in the
Conference Room of the
Minnens Murray
hospital. Following the lunOpen Nights, Sundays
Pull-On and Belted Pants
cheon, representatives from the
And Memorial Day!
various allied health fields
Long and Short Sleeve
discussed their careers, the
Print Blouses, Sizes 8-18
educational requirements, and
job opportunities in the fields.
By Mr. Dino
The departments represented
were: Social Services, Medical
Records, Nursing Service,
Clinical
Laboratory,
Respiratory Therapy, X-Ray,
Reg.$14 to $16 Now
Physical Therapy, Pharmacy,
and Dietary.
Now
Reg.$14
Hospital personnel and the
guidance counselors discussed
the need for more trained
people in health fields, particularly in the Murray area,
Tremendous Selection ofSummer Misses Sportswear!
and possible ways to encourage
more young people to pursue
careers in allied health fields.
L
ienucoi
l
LAYAWAY
Later in the afternoon, the
M=111
guidance counselors were taken
AM\ on a tour of the hospital. They
were given the opportunity to
observe the various departments of the hospital at work.
They also met and discussed
career and job opportunities
with representatives of the
Housekeeping Department,
Maintenance
Department,
Business Office, Personnel
Department, and Purchasing
Department.
This "Health Career Day"
was viewed as being a very
profitable experience by all
involved. Many useful ideas and
suggestions on the ways the
schools and hospital could work
itogether to stimulate interest in
il health careers came. from this
meeting.
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VOTE SHAPIRO

*Pradicing Attorney Since 1963
*Former Murray Prosecuting Attorney
*Past President - Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees
*Adive in Community Affairs
*Qualified, Experienced and Able To Get
The Job Done

PAUL SHAPIRO
For

:Commonwealth Attorney
9999929 hod. P.O. Sri 149 Sea.,I
W19551951099
.
(

Issas 11•912, Tromso,.

Guidance counselors attending were: Ben Humphrey,
Murray State University; Jim
Lawson,
Murray
Area
Vocational School; Mrs.
Barker, Murray High School;
Mrs. Korb, Calloway County
High School; and, Mrs.
Brownfield, Murray Middle
School.
Club sandwiches are usually
made with chicken or turkey
but when there's no cookeC
poultry? at hand you can mak(
the sandwicties with sardines
Use the sardines whole and lay
er them with crisply cooke(
strips of bacon, sliced to
maioes, lettuce and Russian
dressing between slices o
toast.

In the past few days my opponent,claiming his election would'Keep Honesty and Integrity" in Government, has circulated his own sample ballot With the apparent use of a broad felt-tipped marker he has
not only encirded his own name but also made the effort to cover up my name,EDWARD OVERBEY
I assure the people of this District that on Election Day,Tuesday, May 27th, the name EDWARD OVERBEY Will appear on the official ballot in the voting booths in the location the above sample ballot
illustrates.
I have always assumed that "Honesty and Integrity in Governmenr meant the absence of any attempt
to sow confusion among the people or mislead or deceive the people. I have said before and I wish to
say again that if given the opportunity to serve as your State Representative, I assure each of you who
casts your vote in my behalf that I will conduct myself and the office of State Representative in such a
manner that you will always be proud to say,"I supported EDWARD OVERBEY".

With Kindest Personal Regards,

Re
1

g

For HONESTY,Hard Work
And Common Sense In Government

Co
Ha

Vote

dward
Overbey

F

2 lb.
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State Representative
Democratic Primary, May 27, 1975
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Prices Good Thursday, May 22 thru Wednesday May 28

We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities
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Dixie Fresh
Grade A Large
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0

0
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Large
32 oz.
Bottle
With Bottles or Deposit

Red Seal

"

Bunte

NI! c

** Charcoal 43' Marshmallow
4 Bricketts
Peanuts
10th.
Bog

[

PzT1'.4.-4t14(-4,

99(49'
Bag
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4
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Fresh Yellow

Pork Chops
Pure

Lard

Contest Ends May 24 at Closing Time

First
Cuts

Misers will be eeeeenced bleedey May 26 or4 4:00

Contestants to have pictures made

500 Bonus Votes 1000 Bonus Votes 1000 Bonus Votes 500 Bonus Votes'
Gek
Kee Sue
Nestea
Bathroom
Charcoal
Fab
bm bulb
Tissue Iebbosilese
Starter
Iowan Wereee
thilait
4 Roll P11

_

$i 00

1 CS

.,
49

First Week

TEASPOON

VALUE

Second Week

SOUP SPOON

VALUE

$1 25

494

$I 2$

,,

4/¢

11111kr, WEEk

SALAD

Fourth Week

ICE DRINK SPOON

v$A1 L2usE

494

Fifth Week

DINNER FORK

$1 2$
VALUE

.,
471t

This Week

KNIFE

$2 $O
VALUE

es
,
.I14

FORK

VALUE

,..

The e.ove •chedule wilt be repeated twice in he comma weeks
for • total of IS weeks

* * "IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY .... • •

Morning Star Farm

Breakfast Patties
Links

AN'T BEAT OUR PRICE" * *

Slices
Home owned
, and
Home operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker

Ke

Owners.
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lab-rifle

PRICES
GOOD:
May 21-26

111111111Oomew.—__

Fab-rific is reducing
REDUCED PRICES!
'SHARKSKIN
From Mot:mon; 45" wide.
In polyester-cotton.

77/

tee
t.st

'I

Earlier he was allied with
former Gov. A.B. Chandler, a
bitter Combs foe, and later
with former Gov. Wendell
Ford, who defeated Combs four
years ago and now is a U.S.
senator.

SAVE 320

de GINGHAM

DOUBLE KNITS
Soft, draped:Ile fashion
fabric. 60" wid-Z-Designer solids. Machine wash and dry.

CHECKS

37
YD

2.99

1

C,

satisfaction
guaranteed!

Blouse Prints
SO*.'224

45" Wide
Polyester & Castes
Ilya&

ASUAL GABARDINE

Reg. 21.69

27 isr,

DOUBLE KNITS

Sharp diagonal twills.
yCair Dusty tone s, pastels,
'
black & white. 60"
wide in polyester.
..nster clarg.

STORE
HOURS:

66
-1111

rOf

3.811

9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Monday through Sat.
1 p.m.-6 p.m. Sunday
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

Small

There were unconfirmed reports that Sullivan,from the 1st
District in Western Kentucky,
had been slated with Carroll in
some 7th District counties in
Eastern Kentucky, where
Combs presumably has influence.

Mrs. Polly Vicars, administrative assistant to Sullivan,
said Tuesday she had seen a
telegram from Combs stating
he-feraor_ally• -waul,11 two
Sullivan.
She added that former Govs.
Edward T. Breathitt, now living in Washington, and (handler, of Versailles, also are
backing Sullivan.

,-sh;“Who
Carl
seeking a full term as governor, said Carroll has nothing to
do with Combs backing of Sullivan. The governor has insisted
he will not endorse any candidate for lieutenant governor.
Combs could not be reached
at his Louisville office.
When a reporter telephoned
for him, a woman, who apparently mistaking his voice, said:
''Oh, Senator Sullivan.. just a
moment, lie'44o."•-- --The newsman identified himself, a half minute pause ensued, and then Combs' secretary came on the line, saying
Combs would be out of the office all week on court business.

This was denied emphatically
by a high Democrat close to
the situation.
Secretary of State Thelma
Stovall, believed by some to be
the front runner among 11 lieutenant governor candidates,
said she is not concerned about

the endorsement.
"But I'm amazed, if it's
"Never to this
true," she
day have they ever elected a
governor and lieutenant governor from the same district."
Carroll is from Paducah, also
in the 1st District.

'Kenny Imes
did a year
ago what other
candidates
promise to dila -year from now!

Flood Cleanup Begins
As A Major Operation

'.9

checks. Polyester-cotton. 45" wide.
1 &

LYESTER

YD

Reliable Democratic sources
confirmed the Combs' endorseoient and several expressed
dismay at the turn of events.
-We can't figure out why
Bert is doing this," one said.
"It just doesn't add up."
Sullivan was campaigning in
Western Kentucky and could
not be reached for comment.
He was quoted in his hometown
of Henderson a few days ago as
,claiming Combs'endorsement.

itsk.
.:&44-4-=.;_v;it:ttite:.*8-10iffMifibitow:Julian

periods.

5241

TRIGGER

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Former Gov. Bert Combs has
endorsed state Sen. William
Sullivan for the Democratic
nomination as lieutenant governor, and the move has caused
puzzlement among Combs'
backers.
Combs, now practicing law in
Louisville, served from 1959 to
1903 and lost a comeback at-tempt in 1971.
Sullivan was not a Combs'

(our always-low prices are even lower!)

de

Combs Support Of Sullivan Causes Confusion

CLASSIFIED ADS!

SHELBY OAP, Ky. (AP) -a..
Mrs. Iva Potter started to cry
as she looked at the mudstained trunk on her porch.
"I had two sons killed a
couple years back — one in
Vietnam, one in a car wreck,"
she explained. "I've got their
clothes and their pictures and
letters in there. I'm afraid to
open it up and look."
The trunk, along with other
belongings and homes of Mrs.
Potter and her neighbors and
relatives along Shelby Creek in
Pike County were damaged or
destroyed by weekend floods.
Some 250 homes were damaged
and two men killed.
"Our children lost all their
shoes," Mrs. Potter said, as
she flopped around in an oversized pair given her by a
friend. "One of my boys had to
pull a pair out of the mud,
wash them off and wear them.
They've got holes in them now;.
they're no good."
A few hundred feet away,
Mrs. Potter's brother-in-law,
Harrison Newsome, 6.3, has to

VOTE SHAPIRO
Paul Shapiro is qualified. He is a graduate of the
University of Kentucky and has been a practicing attorney since 1963.
Paul Shapiro is experienced. He is a former Murray
Prosecutor. A Public Defender and a Principal Attorney
for the State of Kentucky.
•

Pau: Shapiro is active in the communiiy. He is a past
president of the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees and
has served on numerous community projects.

ELECT

PAUL SHAPIRO
Commonwealth Attorney
Paid political adverteung prod for by,Paul Shapiro

use a makeshift plank bridge to
get to his house.
Newsome and his wife, Edna,
get $111 a month from Social
Security, but he said that won't
make up for the loss of their
garden and 15 bushels of potatoes.
"If I was just in shape (financially ), I'd tear this I house)
down and get me a little trailer," he said. "But I've got no
money to do nothing with. I'll
just have to make do the best I
can
One of Newsome's sons,
Georgie, and his wife weren't
even that lucky. The flood destroyed the frame of their tworoom house, and three feet of
mud ruined nearly all their
clothing and furniture.
Pointing to a television set,
oven and refrigerator, Georgie
Newsome said, "You're looking
at $.600 worth of equipment
that's ruined, and now I don't
have money for nails to start
rebuilding this place."
He said he lost a $15-a-day
job at a coal mine when the
mine closed because of the
flood.
It could have been worse,
though. Neighbors are helping
ut some, and the family is still
'ogether.
We're hurting together," Harrison Newsome said, "but
we're together."

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service May
21,1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 860 Est 400 Barrows k Gilts
steady to fully 25s higher Sows steady to
$1.00higher
. $48.00-48.25
US 1-2860-230 lbs
$48 00-46.25few 4850
US 1-2 200-230 lba
. 947.50-48.00
US 1-3 190-240 lbs
946.75-47.50
US 2-4240-86 lbs
148.75-47.50
US 2-4240-200 lbs
Sows
$39.00-40.00
US 1-2 27045011m
639.50-40.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
035941.50
US 1-3450.650 lbs
few 42.00
938 00-39 00
US 2-3 300-500Ibs
Boars $3!00-31 00

Whitehead Says Any
Racial Imbalance

House of
Representatives
Regular Session,1974
Representative Kenneth C. Imes
filed the following bill for introduction in the House.
An ACT relating to motor usage tax. Be it enacted- by the
General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky: AIRS'
138.450 is amended to read as follows: Retail Price'.for new
motor vehicles shall be manufacturer 's suggested retail price
of the vehicle with all equipment and accessories. standard
and eptional, and transportational charges: for used motor
vehicles it shall be determined by the retail value given in the
automotive reference manual prescribed by the department of
revenue. In the case • of used motor vehicles previously
registered in this stale, which are sold in this state. and new
motor vehicles, a_trade-in allowance equal to the value of the
vehicle taken in trade as sworn to by the seller not to exceed
the fair market value of the vehicle taken in trade as sworn to
by the .seller not to exceed the fair market value of the vehicle
price
taken in trade shall be deducted in _computing
. the retail
lluch
162.
No.
Bill
House
of the vehicle sokl...excerpts .from
has been said by other candidates about the trade-in allowance on New Car Sales Tax. !louse Rill 162. I97.1 shows that
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes introduced this bill a year ago.

Easy To Correct
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — The
U.S. Dept. of Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW) says there
may be racial imbalance in the
Paducah Independent School
System. Supt. David Whitehead
says if there is, it will be easy
to correct.
HEW asked the system Friday to explain why the CooperWhiteside school has a black
enrollment 3 per cent above
HEW ''guidelines. The school
has 48.65 per cent black enrollment, compared to 25.58 per
cent blacks in the whole system. HEW allows a 20 per cent
leeway.
Whitehead said a report will
be prepared by the school
board's attorney, and said if
imbalance is found, the remedy
will be easy.
"It could be done without any
real upset of anybody," Whitehead said. "Students could be
transferred to a school or
schools as close to their homes
as the one (Cooper-Vihitesidg
Elementary) which is in question now.
"We do not expect to bus
children back and forth across
attendance area lines to create
racial balance," he said.

The bill is now before the Interim Committee
on Appropriations and Revenue for
discussion and probable passage next Spring

Re-Elect

Kenneth C.
Imes
Your

State Representative
Democratic Primary, May 27,1974
• 77;
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